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JOTTINGS
David Marr’s assembly
address

Jonty Brener (V), Arnav Kalra (V) and Aaron Chang (V)

The journalist, author and political
commentator David Marr, spoke to the
Assembly on 21 February. His theme was the
history of the Mardi Gras and its connection
with changing the laws to decriminalise
homosexuality.
Religious leaders and politicians actively
opposed any attempts to change the laws and
police often enforced this with brutality and
violence. The first march in 1978, which took
place just outside Grammar, caused a “jolt”
and was a “galvanising event” that started
a campaign to make clear to the broader
community that change must happen. The
Mardi Gras continues to retain a political
aspect, but this is done within a noisy,
colourful celebration of acceptance and
diversity.

Tommaso Favino Literary Competition
The Dante Alighieri Society Sydney ran the
2019 Tommaso Favino Literary Competition
(Premio Letterario Tommaso Favino 2019).
The theme for 2019 was l’acqua-water.
This is a highly regarded competition
in the cultural and academic circles of
the Italian community in NSW and was
open to anyone currently studying Italian
at a recognised educational institution,
including a university. Cash prizes along with
certificates of achievement were on offer for
the most successful entrants.
Jonty Brener (V), Aaron Chang (V), and
Arnav Kalra (V) each submitted a 1500-word
short story to the competition.
Aaron narrated the story of a young
Sicilian boy’s relationship with his fisherman
grandfather, highlighting the wisdom behind
what is old and tested. Aaron researched and
included expressions in Sicilian dialect for the
voice of the grandfather injecting a degree
of regional authenticity into his work, which

greatly impressed the judges.
Jonty described a desperate man’s quest
to find the Venice of old before it became
degraded and its once beautiful waterways
polluted by the impact of uncontrolled
tourism. The judges commented positively
on Jonty’s ability to describe in depth the
tragedy of loss.
Arnav’s creative piece recounted a young
man’s reflection on the significance of a
river for both him and his local community,
the impact of pollution on the river and
subsequently on the community. Arnav’s
ability to deliver a sophisticated and
convincing inner monologue in Italian was
especially noted by the judges.
Arnav achieved second place and was
awarded a framed certificate and $300 in
prize money. Aaron and Jonty were awarded
a special mention and were each presented
with a beautiful framed certificate and a
book.

L-R: Dr Christopher Allen, Mr Paul Reisner,
Mr David Marr and Dr Nicholas Vines
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JOTTINGS
Cooper Rice-Brading Foundation

NZ Rowing Tour 2019

On Monday 20 January, the Cooper Rice-Brading Foundation hosted a breakfast in Weigall
Pavilion before the start of play in the Sydney Grammar vs Melbourne Grammar match. The
breakfast, attended by both teams and other invited guests, preceded the unveiling of a bell
dedicated to the memory of Cooper Rice-Brading (OS 2017). Cooper was diagnosed with
osteosarcoma in his HSC year and passed away from the illness in 2017. The bell, which is to be
known as ‘The Coop’, will be rung prior to cricket and rugby matches on Weigall 1. The bell was
unveiled by Cooper’s brother Mitchell (OS 2014) in a dedication ceremony witnessed by, among
others, a number of past Grammar First XI captains and special guest Mr Peter FitzSimons.

‘The Coop’

Cricket success
The 2019/2020 Cricket season
was a victorious one at Grammar!
The GPS Second XI won the
Premiership - the first Grammar
Cricket title since 2004 and the first
Second XI premiership since 1979.
It was a remarkable achievement
by the team, captained by Jonty
Brener (VI), coached by Old
Sydneian and GPS representative,
Alec Sheldon and managed by Mr
Paul Honeywill.
The First XI was just as
successful, winning “The Bat” and the TriGrammar series for the first time since 2015.
In doing so, five players were selected in the
Tri-Grammar Team of the Week.
Some standout performances during the
season included Jackson Watson (VI) and
Milan Swaraj (V) recording two opening
partnerships of 150 runs-plus, with Jackson
scoring 129 against Newington; Evan Poon
(VI) scored a century against Newington;
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At the beginning of the summer holidays,
twenty-four boys travelled to New Zealand
to compete in the Karapiro Christmas
Regatta. This was our third consecutive
year competing in the regatta, and thus
was a familiar experience for many of
the senior boys. We were once again
hosted by St Peter’s Cambridge, and their
hospitality was much appreciated.
The trip lasted for eight days and
included many training sessions, an
excursion with the rowers of Westlake
Boys High School (a former school of Mr
Russell), and three days of competitions
filled with schools and clubs from both
islands of New Zealand and several
schools from Australia.
The boys competed in ten different
events with varying combinations of
rowers and boat types (including quads,
fours, doubles, and eights). Altogether
the crews were rather successful, making
the A final in four events and the B
final in one other. This was a marked
improvement upon previous years and
the boys should be pleased with how
much they have grown together. Photos
provided by Jason Zhu He (VI)
L-R: Alex Wenzel (IV), Max Collier (IV)

The winning Second XI

L-R: Tom Green (VI), Jason Zhu He (VI), Benjamin
Gayst (VI), Lawson Bartlett (VI), Oliver Sholl (VI)

Ethan Kooner (V) scored 95 against St
Joseph’s College; and Akshay Prasan (V) took
8/54 against Newington.
Overall the Club is in good shape. The
Junior A teams won over half of their
matches and we had a record number of
GPS representatives this year. In the Opens
we had Jackson Watson (VI), Will Rogers
(VI) and Max Glen (V). In the 15s we had
Bo Baffsky (III), Nicholas Stanwell (III) and
Oliver Beresford (III).

Groovy Samba
There are some works of art that can be
most accurately described by their titles
alone. Groovy Samba is definitely a piece
like that! It was written by Sergio Mendes,
and was first released by Cannonball
Adderley in 1963, with the Bossa Rio Sextet.
Mr Khusid handpicked a quartet to play
this piece at last year’s jazz combo: Hugo
Sinden (VI) on piano, Toby Kertesz (V)
on drums, Oliver Duncan (V) on double
bass and me on saxophone. We’ve been
playing in the Big Band for many years,
and we all jumped at the chance to play in
a group together.
An opportunity arose for us to play
in assembly this year, with a very special
mystery guest. As Dr Malpass moved onto
the stage, flugelhorn in hand, the surprised
crowd erupted into applause and before
long the Headmaster was trading fours
with members of the band, displaying all
the melodic dexterity of a young Freddie
Hubbard! The performance was met with
resounding cheers and a standing ovation
from the school - not a bad reaction for a
debut performance!
Ishaan Vellani (VI)

Head of the River
The AAGPS Head of the River 2020 will no
doubt go down in history as one of the most
unusual and challenging regattas of all time.
With Covid-19 threatening to force the first
cancellation of the event since World War II,
the regatta was moved from the traditional
Saturday fixture to Tuesday with two days’
notice. Despite the fact that no spectators
were present besides the coaches, race
officials, and the GPS Headmasters, all rowers
were thankful for the chance to compete.
From a Grammar perspective, Tuesday
17 March marked a significant turning point
for our rowing programme. For the first time
in many years we possessed a full shed,
consisting of two Senior VIIIs and four Senior
IVs, and three Year 10 VIIIs. Unfortunately for
the Year 10 VIIIs, only the Senior crews raced
in the Head of the River.
Strong participation and a strong sense of
camaraderie throughout the season led to the

Dr Malpass joins the quartet on stage

strongest Grammar performance in recent
memory. It was phenomenal to see almost
all crews reach peak performance on the day
despite the eerie quiet of the empty stands,
typically heaving with crowds and roaring
with noise.
The Second IV was the standout on the
day, holding onto third place from start to
finish in a display of grit and determination.
The First and Second VIIIs were slow to start
but their relentless attitude enabled them
to end the season in sixth and fifth place
respectively, nipping at the heels of the
podium.
These results were a stroke in the right
direction and have roused a feeling of selfbelief for the next generation of Grammar
Rowers. Here’s to continuing that positive
momentum into 2021 and beyond.
Thomas Green (VI), Captain of Boats 2020

Above: Second IV on the podium celebrating their third place. L-R: Thomas Hoffman
(VI), Ciaran Delaney (VI), Jeremey Ho (V), Connor Latham (VI), Hugo Sinden (VI)
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JOTTINGS
Linguistics Olympiad triumph
After commencing in Term II 2019, the
Linguistics Club has been meeting weekly
under the guidance of French master Joanna
Ernenwein and Oscar Eichmann (VI).
The Linguistics Week in Term I was
a milestone for the Club. A festival of
linguistic diversity, including mini-lectures on
minority languages, a food truck event and
a competition for all. It was a strong success
and we hope to see it continue into the
future.
Not least among the events of Linguistics
Week was The Australian Computational
and Linguistics Olympiad. After an almost
double-decade hiatus, Grammar returned
in wonderful fashion. The boys were the
outright champions of both the senior and
the junior divisions, with all of our entrants
receiving either gold or silver. With the
score of 99%, our senior team achieved the
highest result nationwide. The winning teams
now move on to the national round, with
international prospects should the chance
and health requirements permit it.
We appreciate the support from all across
our events.
Oscar Eichmann (VI)

Alexander Spring (I) with
Mr Trent Zimmerman MP North Sydney

National Plastics Summit
Our world is changing. Not only from
Covid-19, but plastic pollution and climate
change are not yet solved. These problems
are well known, but if you think nothing is
occurring, think again!
I’m from the ‘Firstie’ tribe and I came
from Middle Harbour Public School. At that
school, I initiated the “Kids Off The Grid”
programme, where pupils brought recyclable
plastic bottles to school every week. The
bottle refund money accumulated to buy solar
panels enabling that school to disconnect
from the power grid. I also wrote to the NSW
Premier asking for assistance.
Last March, I attended Australia’s first
National Plastics Summit in Canberra,

representing Sydney Grammar School, where
I met the Governor General; Prime Minister,
Scott Morrison; the CEO of Nestlé and the
Minister for Environment, Susan Ley, to tell
them about my concerns. My local MP, Trent
Zimmerman, even mentioned me in a speech
in Parliament, so my name is now on the
record in Hansard.
The “Future of Plastic in NSW” consultation
process has commenced and I hope to
persuade NSW Government to trial expanding
“Kids Off The Grid” to other schools.
Alexander Spring (I)

OAM Honours for Major Cree

Top: The food truck event
Above: The winning Junior Team of Charley Li (IV),
Xavier Reichel (IV), Samuel Brew (IV) and Harry Baral (IV)
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General Operations Coordinator, Form I
Sergeant and Officer Commanding Army
Cadets, Major Warren Cree, was awarded the
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) on
Australia Day for “service to youth, and to the
community”.
Major Cree began his association with Army
Cadets in 1992, became Commanding Officer
in 1998 and has long been involved with the
Adventure Training Award. He has also been
an active member of the RFS in the Northern
Beaches District for 34 years, currently serving
as a Deputy Group Captain and was the Strike Team Leader
of five RFS tankers on two occasions at the Bargo, Buxton and
Balmoral bushfires just prior to last Christmas.
Three generations of the Cree family in Major WJ Cree, his
father Jeff and his son Mitchell (V) belong to the Davidson RFB.

L-R: Jeff, Warren and Mitchell Cree
(V) of the Davidson RFB
(Photo courtesy of Wolter Peeters
and Sydney Morning Herald)

Always a teacher

Vale Annette McClure 1955 - 2019
The whole Sydney Grammar School
community was saddened to hear of the
death of a loved Music master, Annette
McClure, in December 2019.
Many Grammar boys will tell you that they
love singing because of Mrs McClure! Annette
began teaching music at Sydney Grammar
Edgecliff Preparatory School in 1992, and
worked with boys as a clarinet teacher,
class music teacher, Acting Head of Music
and Choral Director until 2014, when she
took up a position as Coordinator of Junior
Music at MLC, Burwood. Annette conducted
choirs on Combined Edgecliff and St Ives
Prep music tours to New Zealand, Perth and
Port Macquarie. She regularly commissioned
choral works by Australian composers. One
such commissioned work, Black and Gold,
was written by Year Six boys with Paul

Jarman. She built a comprehensive collection
of filed choral music; this resource is still
used by classes and choirs at the School.
Annette assumed the role of ‘event coordinator’, organising Open Day activities,
and being the creative force behind the Black
and Gold Evenings. She also contributed to
farewell assemblies and Staff functions, and
her beloved Phillips House regularly won
the House Music Festival under her inspired
guidance.
We remember her as a wonderful music
teacher, who, with her sparkling eyes
and vivacious smile, had a unique way of
capturing her love of music. She shared her
heart, her singing and her laughter with many
boys and colleagues at Edgecliff. Thank you
from all of us!
Robin Carter and Edgecliff colleagues.

Oscar Eichmann
Oscar Eichmann (VI) has written a book on Latin
Grammar, which is now published and available
to purchase. Entitled 31 Language Lessons, it was
developed as a clear and concise reference text, which
is equally appropriate as a refresher guide for past
learners who are returning to the language, or as a
helpful reference companion for newer learners.
Each chapter clearly outlines how a certain
grammatical structure functions, while only using
jargon that is explained (or is given in simple English).

HSC success
The Grammar cohort in the 2019 Higher
School Certificate achieved outstanding results.
The School’s table of ATAR outcomes over time
has now been updated with figures for 2019
and can be found at www.sydgram.nsw.edu.
au/why-grammar/academic-results. This table
provides historical context for the strength of
the 2019 results.
Grammar boys were prominently featured
on NESA’s merit lists, which are published on
their website www.educationstandards.nsw.
edu.au. Three boys achieved First in Course
results across five courses and boys at the
School earned 41 places in the Top Achievers
in Course list overall. 65 boys were listed as
All-Rounders for achieving top band results in
10 or more units, and 175 boys were listed on
the Distinguished Achievers list for achieving
at least one top band result.
In 2019 the School was ranked fourth
in the Sydney Morning Herald: this is the
second-highest position across at least 15
years: down from third in 2018, but up from
the rankings in 2017 and 2016 (sixth), which
were themselves up from 2015 (tenth) and
2014 (11th). The School was the highest
placed independent school, and the only
independent boys school in the top 20.
From the top: Adam Gottschalk (VI 2019), First in
Course in Biology, French Extension, and Visual Arts;
Lachlan Tran (VI 2019), First in Course in Geography;
and Christian Farrell (VI 2019), First in Course in
Italian Extension
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JOTTINGS
Marcus Dahl wins
Rhodes Scholarship
Marcus Dahl (OS 2013) and Australian
National University Tuckwell Scholar, has
won a 2020 Australia-at-Large Rhodes
Scholarship to study at Oxford University.
Marcus graduated from ANU with a
Bachelor of Laws with Honours and a
Bachelor of Science, majoring in Psychology,
and was awarded the ANU’s University
Medal, Blackburn Medal for Research in Law
and the Tillyard Prize in 2018.
Marcus attained valuable legal experience
by volunteering with the Aboriginal
Legal Service (ALS) NSW/ACT, Kimberley
Community Legal Services and the Australian
Law Reform Commission. In 2019, Marcus
undertook a six-month placement as a
foreign law clerk at the Constitutional Court
of South Africa.
Marcus told the Tuckwell Scholarship
program, “I want to play a positive part in
making our world better through commitment
to others and perseverance towards just
causes.”

ANU Rhodes Scholar Marcus Dahl
(courtesy of ANU)

Flowers of War: FS Kelly
Frederick Septimus Kelly attended Grammar
from 1891-92, later moving to the UK, and as
a rower won Gold in the 1908 Olympics. He
was killed in action during the First World
War while leading an attack in Beaucourt-surAncre, France, but not before being awarded
the DSC for ‘conspicuous gallantry’ while
fighting at Gallipoli in 1915.
Before the War, Kelly was a recital partner
of Pablo Casals and a leading pianist who
appeared as soloist with the Sydney and
London Symphony Orchestras, but he is best
known for his delightful compositions.
Kelly provides a rare example of an
Australian Romantic composer, whose
complete catalogue has now been made
freely available through The Flowers of War
project. Directed by Christopher Latham,
Artist-in-Residence at the Australian War
Memorial, this project has recorded and
typeset all of Kelly’s works, with that edition
forming a chapter in the recent Flowers of
the Great War publication. This book, with a
data card containing 30 hours of recordings
and 1,900 music files with no copyright
restrictions, was launched at St Mary’s
Cathedral on 13 November 2019, the day of
Kelly’s death in the Somme in 1916.

At the launch, Deputy Headmaster
(Co-curricular) Ms Rita Fin received one
of 400 copies being given to cultural and
educational institutions for their free use – a
gift from the Belgian Honorary Consul, Mr
Paul Leroy.
Another Old Sydneian composer, Ross
Edwards (OS 1961), was also in attendance
for this very moving event.
To download the collection, go to
www.theflowersofwar.org

Top: Artist-in-Residence at the Australian War
Memorial, Mr Christopher Latham; Deputy Headmaster
(Co-curricular), Ms Rita Fin; and the Belgian Honorary
Consul, Mr Paul Leroy
Above: The Flowers of the Great War Invitation
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Professor Po-Shen Loh
speaks to the boys

The N95 Stop-Gap Mask

SCEGGS vs Prefects

William Ng

Professor Po-Shen Loh

Across two consecutive Friday lunchtimes in
February, the Grammar Prefects held their
annual basketball match against SCEGGS.
After a 148 point defeat away, SGS rebounded
in the home game with a solid win.
Outstanding performances went to Nicholas
Gay (VI) and Nathan Fok (VI) as well as
the winners of the half-time three point
competition, George Jabbour (VI) and Jackson
Gordon (VI). All funds raised were donated
to the prefects’ charity, the Motor Neurone
Disease Association of New South Wales.

Dr William Chuk-Kit Ng MBBS, MMed
(Faculty of Anesthesiology, University of
Toronto) (OS 1998) has been leading a team
in the development of a reusable, stop-gap
N95-calibre mask solution to help in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic. They have
been using open-source mask designs and
employ an iterative approach to create 3D
print prototypes.
William collaborates with a team of
physicians, designers, engineers and printing
experts from four universities. Their goal is
to provide a mask with a comfortable seal,
reusability and a 95% filtration efficiency.
After testing to ensure the mask fits a range of
individuals, the final design will be distributed
for widespread open-use and possible largescale production in Canada and beyond.

In March we were privileged to have a
visit from Professor Po-Shen Loh, Associate
Professor of Mathematics at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He
spoke to 50 motivated boys from all Forms in
the Palladium theatre and then addressed the
top two Fifth Form classes during period 1.
He is currently the national coach of the
United States’ International Mathematics
Olympiad team, who were victorious in 2015,
2016, 2018 and 2019.
Po-Shen is a world-renowned advocate for
better mathematics education. Inspired by this
passion, he founded Expii - an innovative,
personalised learning platform that provides
free, creative and novel online mathematics
lessons.

Mason Ginters (VI), Senior Prefect

St Ives Drawing ‘BOOM’
During the weeks when Grammar boys
were undertaking lessons online, St Ives Art
master, Mr Andrew Cranna conducted a daily
series of Art lessons entitled the Drawing
‘BOOM’ Challenges. Each day, Mr Cranna
would guide the boys on how to draw a
range of interesting creatures, characters and
scenes. The lessons would detail an artist’s
thought process when planning an illustration
using pencil shape techniques as a guide.
Afterwards, a pen layer was added and then
a thicker marker to emphasize perspective,
shadow, light and three-dimensionality.
Finally, the drawings were given a splash of
colour using a variety of oil pastels.
Popular ‘BOOM’ subjects included
man-eating sharks, gun-slinging cowboys,
unusual motor vehicles and a range of Star
Wars characters. The boy’s drawings were
remarkable and Mr Cranna was particularly

Oscar Rimmer (Year 1)

Art master, Mr Andrew Cranna

impressed with the quality of work from all
the boys from Preschool to Year 6. Many
parents and siblings also got in the act,
brushing off their drawing skills and joining
their sons for the lessons.

Right:
Darcy Bassin (K)
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Lit Week 2020
English Subject Master, Mr Peter Rudge, shares his observations on an inspiring
week of literary enrichment.

Fiona Wright and support dog Virginia Woof

“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies
… The man [or woman] who never reads lives
only one.” George Martin.
Following on from the ‘literary’ innovations
of 2019 (such as celebrating Book Week and
creating our own poetry week), the School
embarked on its most challenging literary
project to date – inviting established writers
and performers to work with or address
every Form, all within the space of about
seven days. Form I were incredibly lucky
to have a double-period workshop with
accomplished Sydney poet, Fiona Wright,
who somehow managed to conduct a set
of superbly structured masterclasses in Big
School, each with 75 Form I boys – including
bringing her support dog Virginia Woof,
who almost became the star of the show; Dr
Anita Heiss addressed all of Form II not only
on the importance of hearing indigenous
voices in literature through a frank account
of her cultural heritage, but also the reality
for many indigenous pupils when it comes to
reading and the assumptions we might make
#bookstaGram Trivia Challenge

“It was delightful just to see boys
willing to give up their lunchtimes to
compete in a set of entertaining quizzes
based on their summer reading.”
10 SGS MAGAZINE No. 11

Left: Members of the Sport for Jove Company
Below: Nicki Greenberg, The Great Gatsby,
Allen & Unwin

Left: Sofie Laguna
Below: Nicole Abadee and Nikki Gemmell

from our own very lucky position – Anita is
an ambassador for the Indigenous Literacy
Foundation which also works to preserve
Australia’s indigenous languages amongst its
children; the brilliant graphic novelist Nicki
Greenberg took all of Form III through her
meticulous (and painstakingly long) process
of creating her two most well-known graphic
works for adult audiences – her astonishing
adaptations of The Great Gatsby and Hamlet;
Miles Franklin Prize winner Sofie Laguna
entertained Form IV and focused in particular
on the importance of ‘voice’ and was there
such a thing as an Australian voice as boys
look ahead to their study of Australian
literature; and Form V had the joy to listen
to the always engaging and always honest
Nikki Gemmell in discussion with Nicole
Abadee, the books writer for The Australian
Financial Review Magazine, with a particular
focus on the writer’s craft (including that
of a journalist), personal experience, the
importance of setting as ‘character’ and the

role of reading when it comes to the writing
process. Finally, Form VI were lucky to
be able to connect with perhaps the most
famous literary voice of all – Shakespeare –
via the extraordinary skills and knowledge of
members of the Sport for Jove Company as
part of their HSC study of Henry IV Part 1.
And I mustn’t forget to acknowledge
Dr Douglas Wilson and his lunchtime
trivia quizzes based upon our two summer
reading ‘challenges’ – The Graveyard Book
and Sweet Sorrow. It was delightful just to
see boys willing to give up their lunchtimes
to compete in a set of entertaining quizzes
based on their summer reading.
Special thanks must go to Ms Kristen
Lizzio who took charge of coordinating the
majority of the writers through their agents/
publishers and the logistics of getting them
to the School. It was a hugely rewarding
(if exhausting) week and one we plan to
replicate in 2021.
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USA Basketball Tour
Ross Poole and Nicholas Gay (VI), give their account of a busy 16-day
December tour of the USA.
This highly successful and enjoyable tour
kicked off in Dallas, Texas with a visit to
the fabled Grassy Knoll to learn about the
assassination of John F Kennedy, followed
by a Dallas Stars ice hockey game. While
in Dallas we also explored the historic Fort
Worth before watching the Dallas Mavericks
play the Sacramento Kings.
On day three we were fortunate enough to
explore the facilities and to train at the Dallas
Mavericks Academy. Later that night we had
our first game of the tour against Crossroads
ISD, where the Firsts suffered from a slightly
nervous and scrappy start, however our size
advantage with Aaron Heydon (VI) and Ned
Kingston (VI), saw us eventually win 38-68.
The Seconds won 64-22 with a standout
first half defensive performance by Quentin
So (VI). We consolidated our lead in the
second half and were able to practice our sets,
resulting in smart, clean scores. They were
clearly excited to play against an Australian
team and after the game we were flooded with
questions about pet kangaroos and the like.
The next day we travelled out to Austin
to play Eastside Memorial High School. The
Firsts got off to a fast start with strong full
court defence converting into easy fast break
layups. Aaron Chang’s (VI) presence was
particularly felt on both ends of the floor and
we prevailed 56-22.
The Seconds also won 56-22 against a
much smaller, junior team. Within the first
few minutes we had grown a big enough
lead to practice man defence and offensive
zone plays. Post-match our hosts provided
sausages and gifted bags of Texan lollies.
On day five we were at KIPP Austin to
play our third game, which really tested the
boys’ ability to bounce back physically and
mentally from the night before. The Firsts had
a very one-sided matchup, which gave us
opportunity to practice and polish our plays.
Thomas Heathcote (VI) and Nathan Fok (VI)
performed well to give us the 57-20 win.
The Seconds won 55-15 in a well-executed
performance. Good heads up passes by Rory
Kidd (V) allowed for good finishing around
the rim and from mid-range. KIPP held the
ball for long periods of time forcing us to
pressure them and testing our ability to play
aggressively under fatigue.
Our next game was at Plano ISD where
the Seconds lost 69-25. Walking into the
Plano ISD gymnasium to see young 15 year
olds casually dunking came as quite the
shock to some boys, which was reflected in
our very slow start to the game. Overall, they
were fitter, more aggressive, more skillful in
both offence and defence. Owen Marschner
12 SGS MAGAZINE No. 11

Sightseeing in New Orleans

Austin Texas - Home of The Cardinals

Eastside Memorial Bobcats vs Grammar in Austin Texas

Touring Disneyland and California
Adventure Park

(IV) kept us in the game with strong drives to
the basket and drawing fouls but in the end it
wasn’t enough.
The Firsts met their match early in their
game, being confronted by solid defence and
a strong shooting display from their Varsity
team. At half time it was tied up at 28-28, but
the Firsts were then able to run out winners
61-47, thanks to some great play from Thomas
Heathcote (VI) and Ned Kingston (VI).
In our next game the Seconds won 44-11
against New Summerfield, who played smart
basketball by holding the ball and passing it
around looking for good shots. Ultimately, we
blew them out through fast breaks and when
we had the chance to run some zone big to
big offence Hamish Dawson (VI) capitalised
to finish around the rim.
On days 9 and 10 we were fortunate
enough to watch a Pelicans vs Magic NBA
game and wander through the French
Quarter.
New Iberia was the Firsts’ next match up,

Having dinner in a famous steakhouse
in New Orleans “Mulates”

but we struggled against their strength and
athleticism. Ned Kingston (VI) contributed a
standout performance with 22 points to keep
us within a close range, but they were the
better team and we succumbed 40-52.
The Seconds also lost 36-47 in a mentally
and physically tough game. Lots of missed
shots and layups on top of sloppy passing
didn’t help. Our aggressive extended defensive
pressure gave us some hope but the sheer
athleticism and determination from their
players couldn’t be stopped in the final quarter.
Day 12 began with an early flight to Los
Angeles where we visited Universal Studios
and spent the evening with some childhood
favorites such as Homer Simpson.
The boys headed to what would be their
final fixture of the tour against Temescal
Canyon High School. Fatigue definitely showed
in the Firsts performance and we had no
answer to their superior athleticism. Aaron
Heydon (VI) gave us a big boost down low in
the second half coupled with the ever-tenacious

defence of Thomas Heathcote (VI), but it
wasn’t enough, and we went down 48-69.
The Seconds won a close game 54-44
against a very structured team. Kieran Webb
(IV) dominated his defender in the paint and
cleaned up the glass on the defensive end,
which gave us the edge we needed for
the win.
For the penultimate day of the tour the
boys headed to Disneyland and California
Adventure Park, before heading to the
Cheesecake factory for dinner
The final day of the tour did not
disappoint with a visit to Venice Beach for a
real taste of the LA lifestyle. We then headed
to Santa Monica Pier for some arcade games,
shopping and photos with the sunset.
Overall, the boys absolutely loved the tour
and the memories will remain as a highlight
of our time at Grammar. Thank you to Mr
Wayne Adams, Mr Arthur Lambos and Coach
Padmanabhan for all the behind the scenes
organisation and ensuring an enjoyable trip.
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Grammarpalooza 2020
Director of Music, Mr Paul Gaske, reports on a night of vibrant entertainment
masterminded by Mr Tim Derricourt.

Omaha Sunrise

Comperes - Peter Watson (VI) and
George Kinahan (VI)

The words “best yet” do tend to get bandied
around frequently when discussing concerts
at Grammar, especially considering the
consistently high calibre of performances that
take place over the year at College Street. Yet
looking back at this year’s Grammarpalooza,
the claim may not be entirely unwarranted.
Auditions saw record numbers turning out,
especially from a keen Form VI contingent
who, having never taken to the stage before,
suddenly appeared out of the woods (or
rocks) work as fully-formed rock monoliths.
Across a few short weeks of rehearsals, bands
took their sketches for songs to higher and
higher ground, arriving on the night with
some very impressive material.
Hosted with all the self-deprecating
humour to be expected of the event, George
Kinahan (VI) and Peter Watson (VI) skilfully
drew the crowd in and kept us entertained
between bands. Opening on a light note, the
convolutedly named The Apostles of your
Laundromats and Dry Cleaners got hands
clapping and fans singing along, with their
medley of rock and 80s funk. This funk
continued with That Band that Played Higher
Ground playing (fittingly) Higher Ground,
blending Stevie Wonder and Red Hot Chili
Peppers masterfully. In their second year on
the stage, Junior Rock smashed through punk
rock number Holiday by Greenday before

Alpha Goose
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The Apostles of your Laundromats and Dry Cleaners (and inset below)

Alpha Goose reminded us that funk seemed
to be the order of the day. Their epic original
song and sheer showmanship kept the crowd
giddy with excitement. Providing some
sonic relief, Hawaiian Macchiato delivered
a captivating laid-back groove, covering
contemporary material by The Rubens while
mainstays of the Grammarpalooza stage,
Running Blind, delivered brilliantly on their
final performance for their time at the School.
From here, it was musical variety all
the way: G.B.W.A’s humorous Vanilla Ice
performance contrasted the heartfelt and
genuinely catchy original songwriting of
Senior Rock and Superfood, while Fourth
Egg and Omaha Sunrise showed that the
future of Grammarpalooza is in good hands;
both bands have now become strong groups
in their own right and consistently put
together dazzling performances. Young star
on the horizon, James Brew had the crowd
in silent awe for his well-beyond-his-years
performance of Lou Reed before the night
came to its joyous conclusion with Aaron
Chang and the Saxophone Gang, raging their
way through the Cat Empire’s Hello Hello.
A Grammarpalooza would not be complete
without cameos from some of our staff and
the Music Committee did not disappoint;
their epic medley brought smiles to the
faces of all in attendance as well our own
Headmaster, alongside Mr Vlad Khusid, Dr
Luke Harley and Ms Kristen Lizzio to the
stage. Her genuinely commanding voice,
over the expert horn work of the trio had the
crowd in raptures.
Another grand night of fun and wild
entertainment. Special thanks must go to
Mr Warry and his technical crew and of
course Mr Tim Derricourt. Grammar is
certainly fortunate to have him on our faculty!

Fourth Egg

The Music Committee with Dr Luke Harley, Ms Kristen Lizzio,
Mr Vlad Khusid and Dr Richard Malpass

The Music Committee featuring Ms Kristen Lizzio
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MUSICAL NOTES
Director of Music, Mr Paul Gaske, keeps us up to date with Grammar’s music news.

Ms Annie Zhang and Seymour Orchestra

Junior Vocal Ensemble led by Ms Pen Campbell

Term IV 2019
After the busyness of Annual Examinations,
it was good to hear music again as the Music
Department presented three concerts within
the space of a week to conclude 2019. The
annual Jazz Combos concert presented all
five of the School’s combos as well as the
Electric Guitar Ensemble, and finished with
a fine performance by the winner of the
Form V Jazz Competition, Ishaan Vellani. The
Ensembles’ Concert was held in the intimate
environment of the Alastair Mackerras Theatre
and featured many smaller like-instrument
chamber ensembles including rarities such as
our Tuba Ensemble and Bassoon Octet, as
well as several other brass, string, woodwind
and percussion ensembles.
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The Term IV concert
offered a wonderfully diverse
program, with the familiar
orchestral and concert band
sounds contrasted by the newly
formed Junior Vocal Ensemble,
(under the direction of Ms Pen
Campbell), whose lively and
engaging Bulgarian songs were
accompanied by the more exotic tones of the
piano accordion, played by Peter Ilchef (III).
The grand finale for the year was the School’s
three choirs joining forces with the School
Orchestra in a performance of two songs by
Mr John Rutter, under the direction of Mr
Greg Howard.

Top: Ventus Band conducted by Mr Iain Scotland
Middle: The grand finale conducted by
Mr Greg Howard
Below: Croonivores accompanied by
Mr Robert Wagner

Ms Pen Campbell and Ms Taryn Fiebig

Term I Concert
We were very fortunate to hold our
Term I Concert for 2020 just days
before the coronavirus shutdown!
After only a few weeks of school, the
ensembles presented a varied and
polished programme. Some great
orchestral repertoire was presented by
Seymour and School orchestras with
Wagner’s Rienzi Overture and Danse
Bacchanale from Samson and Dalila
by Saint-Saens respectively. School
Choir performed Hear My Prayer by
Mendelssohn featuring Patrick Cassidy
and Elliott Razavi from Form I as
soloists, Big Band played Better Get Hit
In Your Soul and the Alastair Mackerras
Chamber Orchestra performed Frost’s
Klezmer Dance No. 3 featuring Music
Captain Ishaan Vellani (VI) on clarinet.

School Choir featuring Elliott Razavi (I)

Mr Dimitri Calligeros, Ms Amanda Miller
and Mr Will Martina

Stanley Street Big Band saxophones

Mr Brett Hirst and
Mr Vlad Khusid

Staff Concert

Above: Captain Ishaan Vellani (VI)
on clarinet
Left: Ensembles Concert
Concertante conducted by
Mr Thomas Tsai

The Staff recital was held in February in Big
School. The instrumental music staff presented
a concert featuring a diverse range of styles
and genres and in a variety of ensemble
combinations. Schubert’s popular Arpeggione
Sonata was performed by a guitar and viola
combination (Mr Josinaldo da Costa, on guitar
and Mr Timothy Lee on viola), Beethoven’s
Piano Trio Op 1 No 3 with Mr Dimitri Calligeros
(violin), Mr Will Martina (cello) and Ms Amanda
Miller (piano), the Caprice by Saint-Saens for
flute (Ms Kellie Grennan), oboe (Ms Zoe Sitsky),
clarinet (Mr Toby Armstrong) and piano (Ms
Pen Campbell) and Ms Taryn Fiebig (soprano)
accompanied by Ms Pen Campbell on the piano,
singing Les Chemin de l’Amour by Poulenc.
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Grammar fighting the bushfires
Deputy Group Captain Northern Beaches District NSW RFS, Warren Cree,
reports on his dramatic experiences during the recent bushfire crisis.
The first weekend in October usually marks
the commencement of the annual Bush Fire
Danger Period. The 2019 season was far
more hazardous than could possibly have
been imagined. Twelve Local Government
Areas (LGAs) declared their Bush Fire Danger
Period on 1 August, including areas such
as the Far North Coast of New South Wales,
Bega and Eurobodalla on the south coast.
During a winter hazard reduction burn
on 10 August, my Northern Beaches District
received our first request for assistance.
Appliances and crews were needed in
Casino and not long after that, Queensland
were asking for assistance too. Little did we
know this was the beginning of an horrific
season. Calls for assistance continued to flow
in. As a volunteer organisation, our work
commitments take priority but, fortunately,
there are a number of volunteers throughout
NSW who have the ability to step in at any
moment when fires arise.
Just one month later, on 5 September the
situation was not improving as we deployed
three appliances on permanent loan to the
northern fires. These vehicles were crewed
by fire fighters from across all states. This was
the pattern that continued from September
until early February 2020. Northern Beaches
Rural Fires appliances and crews were
supporting the fire fighting activities
throughout New South Wales and
Queensland. The disaster continued as
fires tracked down the NSW coast.
The Rural Fire Service assembled
Strike Teams. These teams generally
include five appliances plus a
Strike Team leader in a command
vehicle. As conditions continued
to deteriorate, pre-emptive strike
teams were being assembled on a
regular basis. Numerous Total Fire
Ban (TOBAN) days were declared
throughout the months leading up
to Christmas as well as ‘Catastrophic’
days. ‘Catastrophic’ days are usually
few and far between from summer
to summer and are generally seen in
late December or early January. This
season however, I lost track of how
many ‘catastrophic’ days we endured.
The first of these horrendous days for
Sydney was on 12 November, which
was unseasonably early. Given the
amount of fire activity already seen
elsewhere in NSW, authorities were
awfully nervous and wanted every
available resource at hand. The day
was declared a State-wide TOBAN.
I was extremely grateful that Sydney
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Catastrophic bushfires ravage through the town of
Bilpin (Image provided by Tom Nicols (OS 2012))

Aerial Bombings in
South Turramurra

Devastating bushfires at Balmoral (Image provided by
Tom Nicols (OS 2012))

Top: Back-burning in
Mangrove Mountain to
protect property
Above: Justin Newall
with Beacon Hill District
RFS
Below: Warren Cree
briefing 200 Fire
Fighters at Fire and
Rescue NSW Training
Academy Orchard Hills

Bargo, just before Christmas

Grammar School allowed me to take leave
that day to be on standby and it did prove
worthwhile as we attended several small
fires – believe it or not, people still throw
away burning cigarettes. That afternoon,
I ended up in South Turramurra leading
five appliances to a bush fire which as it
transpired needed additional support by
aerial bombing.
It felt like there was no reprieve. I attended
several shifts on weekends and out of hours
in places like St Albans and Warragamba.
On 19 December, five NSW RFS strike teams
from the Sydney Basin were assembled at
the Fire and Rescue NSW (FRNSW) Training
Academy at Orchard Hills for instant response
to anywhere in the Greater Sydney Area.
Mitchell Cree (V) has been in the RFS Cadet
programme since he was 12 and upon turning
16 also joined Davidson brigade. I was
anxious about what the day would hold but
proud to have Mitchell as my offsider.
19 December was an atrocious day. Nowra
put out the call for help and not long after,
Bargo. Multiple teams followed. It was hot
and windy which made for horrendous
conditions. Houses were destroyed, it was
difficult to see your hand in front of your
face and the wind sounded like a freight
train. Sparks were raining down everywhere
and we could not drive fast enough to keep
up with the fire. The only thing we could
do was deploy appliances to houses and
try to protect them, or at least minimise the
damage. Thankfully, in the time we were
there we were able to save a few homes as
fresh crews replaced us later that evening and
we returned home after a 15-hour day.
Tragedy surrounded us. It was later that
night we learnt that some of our colleagues
from another district had made the ultimate
sacrifice and were killed when a tree struck
their appliance.
Like a recurring nightmare we returned to
the Training Academy on 21 December to be
on standby. It was yet another ‘catastrophic’
day. I was asked to give an account of
what took place to the 200 fire fighters in
front of me and remind everyone about the
importance of safety.
We responded to Hilltop, just south of
Balmoral in the Southern Highlands. Our arrival
saw us being tasked with property protection
and we were relieved to save homes in our
patch. The fire, however was moving quickly
on both sides of the road and visibility was
poor. After an arduous day, we were making
our way back to Balmoral RFS station when
suddenly a tree fell on one of my appliances,
breaking the windscreen and denting the
roof. It was a huge relief to find the crew
unharmed, but it was a sobering incident.
The fire continued to rage around
Balmoral in multiple directions. The crews
worked tirelessly and saved several properties
working alongside FRNSW. They fought
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Grammar fighting the bushfires
hard to protect the RFS fire station, which
was harbouring numerous residents and fire
fighters who had been evacuated locally
whilst battling the thick air. Ultimately, only
fire fighters with breathing apparatus could
work in these conditions. One resident
was found inside their burning home, but,
thankfully, they were successfully evacuated
back to the fire station. It was an incredibly
demanding day, both physically and
emotionally.
With my daughter to complete her HSC
in 2019, we had decided earlier in the year
that we should celebrate this momentous
achievement and we booked a cruise. After
a restful holiday, we disembarked on the
morning of 10 January. Later that evening
I would be on my way to Bombala in the
states south. This would be the beginning
of five days of fire fighting near the border.
Fortunately, our efforts resulted in zero loss
of life or residence.
The fire conditions began to ease,
however small deployments were still being
sent to the south coast right through until
early February. It was also at this time that
the skies began to open up and the much
sought after rain began to fall. Of course,
as the saying goes, ‘it is either a flood or
a drought’ and with the storms that hit, it
meant it was time to put away our fire hoses
and get out the raincoats and chainsaws to
see to the damage the storms had created.
Now, as the world is experiencing such
change due to COVID-19, the RFS
has also been touched by the new
rules and regulations. We are only
allowed to go to our fire stations
for equipment checks and call
outs. There have been numerous
call outs during this time and each
time we return the appliance to the
station, a complete decontamination
routine must be carried out.
Meticulous attention needs to be
taken in wiping down all the hard
surfaces, of which there are many,
with antibacterial cleaner before the
next call to help can be attended.
Whilst I recount my experience
of the season I have just witnessed,
I am also very conscious of and
extremely grateful for the efforts of
other Sydney Grammar School members of
staff who have contributed over the season.
Mr John Rimmer in the PDHPE Department,
Mr Blake Dutton (OS 2014) in Army Cadet
Corps, Mrs Shona Newall’s husband, Justin
and my son Mitchell (V). I am also humbled
to bump into so many Old Sydneians around
the place – Tom Nicols (OS 2012), Ian
Burnet (OS 1964), Chris Derrick (OS 1986),
Nick Chapple (OS 2005), Stuart Cree (OS
1993) just to name a few – who continue to
contribute to their community so graciously.
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Raging fire in Hilltop
Top: John Rimmer
(right) at the Buckety
fire, where smoke
reduced visibility
to nothing
Above right: Car set
on fire despite the
conditions - Bouddi
National Park
Above left:
Devastation in Bargo

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
Alastair Mackerras Theatre, 27 and 28 November
Dr Douglas Wilson reports on the Term IV drama production.

The ships’ crew in a snow storm

Finnlay Dive (III)

Callum Treanor (III) as the Mariner

It’s easy to forget that Samuel Taylor
Coleridge’s well known poem came into
existence as an act of radicalism. When the
French Revolution failed to live up to its
promise of social upheaval and the birth of
a fairer, democratic society, English artists
and intellectuals were driven towards a more
personal and imaginative form of expression,
thus bringing the Romantic movement into
existence. It was a remarkable development
- a leap from politics to aesthetics - from
the belief that the world could be improved
through a change in social practices to
the belief that such a transformation could
only be achieved within each individual’s
consciousness.
So why turn this famous poem into a
play? For guest director Julia Robertson,
the interest in adapting Mariner began
with the text’s striking awareness of the
interconnectedness of humanity and nature:
in our age of excessive consumption and
pollution, this two hundred and twenty-yearold poem with its centrepiece, the pointless
shooting of an albatross, offers a very
pertinent warning about failing to appreciate
the world that surrounds us. Revering nature
was an obvious theme in this version, as was
another key Romantic idea, the power of the
imagination. The show abandoned any kind

of realism so as to create a sequence
of arresting moments – images, really –
forcing the audience to engage with the
work through a kind of raw immediacy,
and thus maintaining Coleridge’s
strange but haunting otherworldliness.
To watch this show in rehearsal
and performance was an enormous
privilege; Ms Robertson succeeded in
finding seven boys who were talented
both musically and dramatically, and
they instantly rose to the challenge
of creating a kind of total theatre.
Framed within a rectangular sandpit,
their every movement was carefully
crafted and executed, with their
singing, instrument playing and
chanting providing an unexpected
but very affecting aural experience. Callum
Treanor (III) offered us a dry, almost laconic
Mariner, and all six members of his ship’s
crew – Harvey Abrahams (II), James Brew (I),
Finnlay Dive (III), Nathan Marjoram (II), Felix
Power (II) and Ben Sweeney (II) – deserve
great credit for the maturity and attentiveness
of their performances. Stage Manager Patrick
Reed-Stephenson (IV) and his team must also
be commended for their willingness to take
on such an unusual, absorbing and ultimately
very bold production.

“… every movement was
carefully crafted and
executed, with their
singing, instrument
playing and chanting
providing an unexpected
but very affecting aural
experience.”
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From the Headmaster
Responding to the challenges of Covid-19 revealed outstanding resilience within the
School community while underscoring the value of the physically lived classroom.

“There are many
moments of professional
resilience which I’ve
had the opportunity to
witness over this time.”

Above: L-R: Ms Kelli Smith, Mrs Amelia
Chiba, Ms Lisa Cleave and Mr Peter Budnik
Opposite page: The scoreboard at our
momentous victory over The Scots College
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Quite some time ago I had set my mind
to compose a very different article for this
edition of our Magazine. Perhaps some time
in the future I will achieve that particular
article, but for the moment I feel there is little
choice but to reflect on this extraordinarily
unsettling, dislocating and often frightening
period of existence through which our global
community has tried to proceed, and offer
readers at home and abroad a sense of the
Grammar experience of this period since we
commenced Term I of 2020.
One immediate impression to offer would
be to stress that, from the perspective of
those of us living by the School calendar, the
start of Term I seems not a couple of Terms
ago, but rather more like a year ago. I recall
moments in Term I which seem vivid yet so
far away from a more recent reality. As news
progressed about the nature and spread of the
coronavirus, views and advice initially (and
continually) differed as to how significant and
widespread a threat the virus would be. From
a Grammar perspective, there were days from

early February when we had various emails
on the one hand fervently demanding that the
School be closed whilst others were urging
that the School remain open. As the weeks
unfolded, this tension inevitably continued
across the country.
It feels odd to look back now at certain
moments of Term I and realise them in the
light of the eventual shut-down of onsite
learning that was imminently approaching.
Any one of our Grammar community, for
example, would have relished our final game
for the Firsts in the GPS basketball season
against the undefeated champions from The
Scots College. I recall watching our boys
marvellously dismantle a team of decorated
opposition basketballers with an intelligence
and poise that made the spine tingle.
Included is a photo I took of the scoreboard
at the Scots venue as we all began to
appreciate how fine a victory this was for our
Grammar basketballers. Minutes after that
game concluded, advice arrived that such
sports fixtures were no longer to be held for

reasons of community contagion of the virus.
That was Saturday 14 March.
From the beginning of the year, we had
sensed the strong likelihood of a mandatory
closure of schools. Happily, our investment in
technology over the last couple of years held
us in pretty good stead as we considered
our options. Under the direction of Mr Bill
Raeside, we decided to make additional
investments in additional software and
hardware, as well as specific training for our
staff, on the basis that online learning would
be a likely outcome.
At 8:00am on Monday 23 March, the
Premier of NSW announced that parents
should keep their children home from school
for the foreseeable future. Anticipating this
announcement, we had already declared this
a pupil-free day, and our staff completed final
preparations to move to online learning.
A week or two earlier, the GPS
Headmasters and other colleagues were
understandably scrambling to ensure that
the GPS Head of the River could occur so
that at least some crews could have their
chance to exhibit all their fine preparation
and commitment. Realising that the date of
Saturday 21 March was looking uncertain,
it was agreed that the Head of the River
would be held on the Tuesday of the week
before with only crews, coaches and GPS
Headmasters in attendance. I’m so glad our
boys managed to race. I keep telling any
audience that will listen of the Renaissance in
rowing at the School, and that day provided
plenty of evidence of that developing rebirth of impressive Grammar rowing. It was
delightful, from my own perspective, to be
able to present our own Second IV with their
podium medals on the day.
Nonetheless, once online learning
commenced on 24 March, we all went into a
very different set of circumstances, routines,
expectations and uncertainties. I think it is
fair to say that from the perspective of our
boys, our staff and our families the first few
days seemed very unsettling. At Grammar we
know that the great classrooms are the stuff
of human interaction, feisty and intelligent
dialogue, the master’s quixotic mastery
of his or her material. Few could be sure
what the online world would support in
this fundamental regard. Whilst we had the
necessary tools (our learning management
platform, Zoom conferencing, in addition to a
wide range of applications) it was important
that each teaching master decided how these
tools should be best deployed. Placed in
a position in which we had to use online
options, I have been amazed by our masters’
ingenuity in this regard.
Zoom conferencing (or the like) quickly
became the default pseudo-baby-sitter for
some schools. We wanted a more multifaceted approach, and our staff achieved
this well beyond expectation. We knew

immediately that slavishly ‘Zooming’
every lesson of the day was a tiringly and
tiresomely monochromatic approach to
teaching. What would work for a Form V
Physics class would be quite different from
what would best suit my Form I Latin class.
As a School, we do not believe that the
bright shiny objects of technology are in of
themselves superior to the Socratic interaction
between the teaching master and our boys.
Rather, they are to be used when they can
meaningfully advance our educational offering.
In the end, I really shouldn’t be surprised
that a team of Grammar masters would
naturally adapt to whatever was put before
them in order to deliver a very sophisticated
online learning system in spite of our
fundamental preference for the traditional
classroom.
There are many moments of professional
resilience which I’ve had the opportunity to
witness over this time. I’ve Included with
this article is a photo I took on the day
my own Form I Latin boys came back for
their first onsite lesson in mid-May, a day
on which we had the misfortune of a falsealarm fire evacuation. Once my boys had
evacuated, I spied several members of the
English Department following the evacuation
procedure out on Stanley Street. Just as I
was about to bemoan my loss of time with
my Form I boys, they let me know that they

were still managing to maintain the live online
invigilation of the entire 190-boy-strong Form
IV Half-Yearly examination. Marvellously,
there they were, unflappably managing wholecohort online assessments on their devices
from the seemingly Grammar-rich WIFI of
Stanley Street. Those more familiar with the
history of the Stanley Street inhabitants and
professions in the middle of the last century
would surely agree that this is a new image
for this famous Grammar thoroughfare.
The prospect and now reality of the boys
returning to onsite learning has reinforced
in our minds the fundamental importance of
the face-to-face Socratic classroom. Certainly,
we have embraced a wide range of new
online tools, but however impressive these
tools have been, their limitation has been
one of profoundly human limitation. Whilst
we could doubtless continue our online
classrooms for months to come, the crisis
period has reminded us just how vital is the
physically lived classroom. I have already
made my position clear about this in my
articles which are now published on our
website under Articles by the Headmaster.
This crisis has shown educators just how
impressive online technology can be, just
as it has simultaneously and powerfully
confirmed the inescapably essential craft of
the traditional Grammar classroom.
Click here to see the Headmaster’s blogs.
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Remote Learning
At a time when the School is revisiting remote learning, Sportsmaster Mr Johnathan Redenbach
looks back on sport at Sydney Grammar during the Spanish ‘flu.

Grammar First XV Premiers 1919

It’s fascinating to look at photographs of
Grammar sporting teams from the time of the
last pandemic, just over one hundred years
ago. Some of the boys in these photographs
seem embedded in a past that we can never
really know, a past that largely resists our
scrutiny. The technological limitations of
early photography and the particularly formal
physical attitude of some boys in these sepiatoned images keep them at a distance from
us, locked into their own time. On the other
hand, the spirited faces of some other boys
in these photographs are welcoming and
familiar by comparison. These boys seem to
jump out at us from the photographic frame;
we see in their bold and occasionally defiant
facial expressions a commitment that has
animated so many of our sportsmen right
through the School’s history. We recognise
in these century-old faces the Grammar
sportsmen we’ve known and know today.
Just over a century ago, the School
endured the influenza pandemic that we now
call the Spanish ‘flu. Coming just after the
end of fighting in the Great War, the Spanish
‘flu infected about a third of the world’s
population and killed over fifty million
people. According to a contemporary report
in The Sydneian no. 239, the pandemic kept
the majority of the boys away for “almost
half the year”. In some ways, the School in
1919 went through something like what we’re

Page from The Sydneian no. 240 September 1919
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Letter from Acting Headmaster AH Lucas regarding the
influenza pandemic 28 February 1919 (SGS Archives)

going through this year at College Street.
There were no Zoom sessions, obviously,
for teaching boys in their homes, but while
the technology back then was different, the
situation has a familiar ring. The Grammar
boys of 1919 had to deal with remote
learning during what was stoically described
as the “fly in the ointment”. Remote learning
meant receiving schoolwork weekly by
mail, and mailing back assignments to be
marked by masters, who attended the School
each day to receive their marking. All boys
were back on campus by late March, but
another spike saw the majority sent home
again and the Trustees kicking around the
idea of an “inhalation chamber” (unadopted,
thankfully, as it turned out that it did more
harm than good. Something about getting
disinfectant inside the body). After a few
weeks, restrictions were again lifted and the
School returned. Finally, with the war and the
pandemic done, The Sydneian says that the
School “plunged into sports and pleasures in
a way impossible during the last few years.”
Football coaches live streaming from Weigall

Senior volleyball testing their ‘digging’
posture during live streaming
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Remote Learning
The Grammar First XI 1919 Premiers

Where it’s harder to see parallels
between that year and this year is in the
way the School responded to the Spanish
‘flu’s challenges to its sportsmen. Sport
was cancelled during the worst months of
the outbreak, but amazingly our sporting
teams kept training. The Sydneian reports:
“Naturally the ‘flu played havoc with sporting
fixtures. Everything had to be postponed
for a period running, in some cases, into
several weeks, and it speaks well for the
keenness of the school that during all these
troublous times, cricket and football practices
were indulged in, and that the rowers never
allowed influenza to interfere with their
training...” Given this courageous stance, it’s
no surprise to read later in The Sydneian that
even as late as July of 1919 “the ‘flu is rapidly
running through the school...”
Perhaps the risk-takers of 1919 would have
said that their bold approach paid off. The
Sydneian describes tremendous success for
the School that year in almost every sport.
Grammar won Head of the River, the rifles
competition, the cricket and the rugby (only
one defeat all season in the first six rugby
teams!). The School fell short in its pursuit
of the Athletics Shield, but it was only the
second time since 1896 that it did so.
Of course, we wouldn’t insist that our boys
continue standard training during COVID-19,
but we do see in the boys of 2020 that same
willingness to make the best of unfavourable
circumstances.
Sport training during this pandemic is
designed to ensure that the virus doesn’t get
to run rapidly through the School. Coaches
in all of our winter sports provide live online
training to the boys via Zoom. Everything
from game tactics and fitness drills to
breathing exercises and healthy food recipes
is offered through the School’s Sport on
Schoology platform. The boys have responded
impressively despite the obvious limitations
of this temporary programme. Many of them
never stop asking when sport as they know
it will return, but they also never hesitate in
their willingness to make the most of this new
dispensation for as long as it lasts.
For young people, part of the difficulty
and complexity of sport comes from them
being put into situations that are new
to them. It’s through their attempts to
overcome difficulty and make something
of this complexity that our boys grow in
character. Many in this extraordinary time
have repeatedly shown a willingness to take
on the difficulties sport has thrown their way.
In later life, these boys will think about their
time at College Street and feel that the sports
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they played here were as responsible for
making them who they are as anything else
in the life of the School.
The young sportsmen of Sydney Grammar
in 1919 met the challenges of their time
and would have grown significantly as a
consequence. Just over a century later, The
Sydneian will again record the admirable
feats of young sportsmen who, too, met the
challenges of their time.

“At first he was a very mild devil [...]
now he stalks victoriously through the
land, now his victims are numbered
in scores daily, and we resume our
occupations care-free, as we know he
is doing his worst. Such is life.”
The Sydneian July 1919

Above: Sportsmaster and coach Hyam Marks in pupil
magazine ‘The Surpriser’ 1919 (SGS Archives)
Left: Corey Blyth (OS 2019) teaching the rifles boys a
thing or two. Erik Dorbek is behind the camera

Edgecliff Artist in Residence
Director of Visual Arts, Ms Janna Adams Tess, reports on a successful collaborative
sculpture experience led by artist James Drinkwater.
In February, James Drinkwater was Artist in
Residence at Edgecliff, working with boys
from Kindergarten to Year 6.
Drinkwater spoke patiently and
respectfully to each class about his
philosophy and his work, sharing and
describing the ideas behind some of his
paintings, sculptures and assemblages. The
boys were particularly interested in the street
assemblages that Drinkwater made with
found objects whilst living in Berlin.
Drinkwater showed the boys the tall,
thin sculptural works of Alberto Giacometti,
and then put them in small groups to make
terracotta sculptures representing the human
figure. Working in house groups, boys
constructed their pieces by applying and
working clay on wooden armatures. This
was an unusual project in that each piece
was truly a pupil/artist collaboration, with
hands-on work by several boys, as well as
Drinkwater.
The 52 sculptures (4 per class) are now in
Drinkwater’s studio in Newcastle, where he
is sealing and finishing them. This work is in
preparation for an art exhibition, originally
scheduled for Term 2 at Nanda\Hobbs
Gallery in Chippendale. We are now planning
a virtual exhibition from Drinkwater’s studio.
In the meantime, boys have continued
their studies of Drinkwater’s work in their
online art lessons. At home, they have made
studies, both drawings and sculptures, of
Drinkwater’s work titled The Boy.
Drinkwater is thrilled with the boys’
interest in his work, as well as the initiative
they have taken in making their own works
at home. Of Rory McGillivray’s study of
The Boy, made at home using recycled
materials, Drinkwater said, “That’s incredible!
Rory’s work reminds me of an exhibition
of cardboard works by Jake and Dinos
Chapman that I saw in Berlin.” And of Elias
Malik’s drawing, he said, “What a beautiful
interpretation and what bold use of colour!”

Year 3 in Progress

Working with Year 1

“This was an unusual project
in that each piece was truly a
pupil/artist collaboration.”
Above: Working with Year 6
Below: Rory McGillivray (Year 2)
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Edgecliff values and vision
Headmaster, Mr Simon Bailey and Director of Pastoral Care, Ms Jennifer Girson, give
some insight into the recent developments in Edgecliff’s values and vision.
Education aims to achieve a central moral
purpose: helping young people to grow
into autonomous, morally literate human
beings who become valued members of
society. While there is plenty of debate on
the best way to do this, it is incontestable
that teachers exert a moral influence on their
pupils through both what they teach and
how they teach it.
Many of us will have
memories, both good and bad,
of those teachers who have
affected us for better or for
worse. I personally remember
my Religious Education teacher
saying, “Remember God is love”
while vigorously striking boys
on the head with a bible!
Arriving with my family, in
August 2018 from the UK as the
newly appointed Headmaster,
I was intrigued to learn the
values of Sydney Grammar,
Edgecliff Preparatory School.
Yet, despite spending 190 days
a year, six to seven hours a day
together, boys and colleagues
were unable to articulate
specific values. And, so our

“Our core values are also
raised in discussions of social
interactions, problem solving
and conflict management.”
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journey to define an agreed set of values that
would lay the foundations for College Street
and their life beyond, began.
After surveying both staff and boys and
following many discussions, we established
our values statement:
“At Edgecliff we encourage respect, curiosity,
honesty and resilience and know that it takes
courage to live our lives through these values.”
As well as a vision, that reflected the
traditions of Grammar and inspired all in
the community to be the best version of
themselves.
“At Edgecliff, we aim to provide an
educational experience that inspires boys to
be courageous learners; empowering them
with the skills, knowledge and values that
enables them to adapt and contribute to a
changing world.”
One may ask, what is the point of this
process?
If we look back at the findings of the
Values Education Good Practice Schools
Project funded by the Australian Government
in the last decade, their report concluded that
values embedded in the learning context play
a significant role in determining the quality
of the educational experience. Values in
education can:
• Lead to changes in teacher professional
practice in classrooms, particularly the
way teachers relate to and communicate
with their pupils;
• Produce calmer and more focused
classroom activity;
• Enable pupils to become better
self-managers;
• Help pupils develop greater capacities for
reflection;
• Increase teachers’ levels of confidence in
their approaches to their work and their
sense of professional fulfilment;
• Produce strong positive relationships
between pupils and between pupils
and teachers.
How do we know that the values and
vision have been embedded into our school
community, and how much do the values
and vision really impact the boys?
Time will tell, but rest assured the pastoral
direction of the school is in safe hands. I am
very grateful to Ms Jennifer Girson and Mr
Stuart Ferguson who have both helped steer
the school through this change and are firmly
focused on how the next stage will evolve, as
Ms Girson writes below.
Promoting and maintaining the School’s
vision and values is an ongoing and evolving
task, which involves pupils, teachers,
leadership and parents as we help our
pupils develop awareness of the values that

underpin their thoughts and actions.
Our aims in embedding our values into
school life have been to:
1. Ensure pupils understand each value;
2. Lead by example in incorporating values
into our thinking and actions;
3. Make use of teaching habits that
encourage the practice and transfer of
values-informed behaviours;
4. Create a climate in classrooms and in the
School for this behaviour to flourish;
5. Reinforce and celebrate pupils’ ownership
of these behaviours.
The process began with the development
of a common vocabulary around values. In
PDHPE lessons and staff meetings, we have
engaged in collaborative discussion around
that which matters most to us as a school
community.
Our goal for this year has been to expand
our understanding of each of our School values
and to explore actively how they might best be
embodied in school life. To keep these at the
heart of all we do we have made our values
visible through signage across the school, in the
boys’ diaries, on our website and in the written
agendas of Leadership meetings.
As teachers think more profoundly about
their teaching and the values that they model,
both inside and outside of the classroom,
they contribute implicitly to a “values
consciousness” that influences pupil attitudes
and behaviour. Classroom based discussions
and activities challenge pupils to think more
deeply about our values and how these are
reflected in our actions. Teachers also weave
these concepts into the school curriculum. For
example, values might be raised in relation
to discussion of historical figures or in the
context of literary characters and the ethical
choices, they face. Our core values are also
raised in discussions of social interactions,

problem solving and
conflict management.
Assembly has also
offered a good opportunity
for School Leadership to
demonstrate how our key
values can be applied in
challenging situations. For
example, reflections on
the value of Resilience in
the face of change has direct relevance to the
challenges posed by the pandemic.
Demonstrating these norms and
expectations, rather than imposing rules
around them, helps pupils to absorb these
values and apply them to other aspects of
their lives. Recognising and rewarding pupils
who are able to make positive choices in
lessons, during break and lunch times, in
their social interactions, online, on the sports
field and in extracurricular activities is an
effective way of nurturing these values in
our pupils.
Our pastoral care team is in the process
of developing a matrix that will highlight
authentic, concrete behaviours associated
with each of our values across specific areas
of school life. This will provide increased
opportunity for pupils to understand what
each value means and how it is lived. A
public reward system will be introduced to
acknowledge pupils’ efforts.
Parents can also play an important role
by modelling our School values and by
extending discussions of our values into
their homes.
Our challenge as we move forward is
how we might foster a sense of responsibility
within our boys that goes beyond their
school experiences and extends into
their relationships, their community, the
environment and the world.

School values have been made visible
through signage across the school
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Vale Bob Ross
We mark the passing of a respected and admired schoolmaster and scholar
who gave a life of service to Grammar.
The School and the Grammar community
recently lost one of its most significant
figures of the second half of the twentieth
century when on 23 March 2020 Robert
Ian (Bob) Ross died. Bob was born on 24
December 1933. He came to Grammar
to teach Classics in 1955 as a very young
man after attending Canterbury State
School, Scotch College and Melbourne
University.
He obtained First Class Honours in
Classics, receiving a number of prizes
and scholarships. Bob’s lifelong interest
in sport was evident at Scotch College,
where he was a member of the Cricket
Second XI and the Australian Rules
Second XVIII teams. He continued to play
for the Scotch Old Boys during his time
at Melbourne University where he was at
Ormond College for four happy years.
His gifts as a scholar remained
strongly in evidence throughout his
teaching career. Although given senior
roles, he remained committed to the
classroom and in particular to teaching
Latin literature (his intellectual love)
until his retirement in 1993. His qualities
were recognised by Mr Colin Healey, a very
demanding Headmaster, when he passed the
position of Subject Master in Classics from
himself to Bob in 1963, having previously
appointed him Second Master in his third
year of service. Bob remained Subject Master
for 31 years, until his retirement. He regarded
his greatest educational achievement as
keeping the Classics alive and prosperous at
the School. His involvement in this endeavor
extended beyond the School to work on
syllabus and examination committees. In
his role as Subject Master he allowed his
colleagues scope and independence in their
work and was notable for his courtesy, good
humour and even temper. The same qualities
were apparent in his other contributions to
the work and life of the School.
His intellect and efficiency led to his
appointment as Assistant to the Headmaster
in 1967 (having previously been Assistant
to the Acting Headmaster in 1964). In 1973
he was made Senior Master after serving
as Acting Headmaster in 1972 in place
of Alastair Mackerras, who had become
Headmaster in 1969. He went on to serve as
Acting Headmaster on three other occasions.
During AMM’s headmastership Bob
was responsible for all matters to do with
the School Certificate and Higher School
Certificate, boys’ subject choices and
related matters. In this role he attracted the
admiration and gratitude of the Headmaster
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“His gifts as a scholar remained
strongly in evidence throughout
his teaching career.”
Previous page, clockwise from the top:
Bob Ross at his desk c1990; with boat
named in his honour 1992; and SGS Cricket
Second XI 1964, RI Ross middle row centre
This page, above: SGS Cricket Second XV
1984, RI Ross front row, third from right;
and below: SGS Prefects 1972, RI Ross
(Acting Headmaster) front row centre

for his impeccable administration and his
capacity to quickly absorb material issued by
the then Board of Studies and to distil and
provide well written and concise information
on the relevant topic. These skills and others
complemented AMM’s qualities, and, along
with John Sheldon as Master of the Lower
School, they successfully ran the School
together during AMM’s headmastership
(which lasted until his retirement in June of
1989) with the support of Assistants to the
Headmaster including Peter Young and Ralph
Imberger, as AMM remarked on the occasion
of Bob’s own retirement.
Bob was also active in other important
areas of School life, including extracurricular
activities and pastoral care, as well the
social life of the School. He was a successful
coach of the Cricket Second XI, winning two
premierships, and was a very long-standing
Tutor of Group 9. Before changes to the
Tutorial system in the 1990s, there were only
twenty Tutorial groups and no housemasters.
He served as the Chairman of the Common
Room in 1962-1963.
Bob continued to serve the School as
Senior Master, Subject Master and teacher
under Dr Ralph Townsend after AMM’s
retirement. His expertise was called upon in
his final six months when he divided his time
between College Street (including training a
successor) and being Acting Headmaster of
the St Ives Preparatory School.
Bob’s engagement with the School also
extended to his family. He and his wife
Elaine were generous hosts of School-related
social gatherings and Bob’s two sons, Andrew
and Tim, both attended the School, as did
the two sons of his daughter Mandy, Matthew
and James Edwards.
Bob had a long and active retirement. He
prepared an edition of Book V of Livy which
was published for use in schools, (having
previously published articles on Virgil, Livy
and Horace). Bob also lent his wisdom to
the Sydney University Medical Ethics Review
Committee.
In retirement Bob became the archivist
of the Pymble Golf Club and introduced
significant innovations in doing that work. He
became a local historian and contributed to
a journal of local history on the Ku-ring-gai
area. In addition, he gave talks to Probus and
Rotary.
He was a very fine scholar and
schoolmaster, a gracious and affable person
and a man who lived his life well. He is
survived by his wife Elaine, his three children
and five grandchildren.
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From the Archives: The legacy of
PG Young – A remarkable cricket coach
Hugh Munro (SGS First XI 1958–59, captain 1959) and Robert Grant (SGS First XI 1957–59)
recall their time at Grammar and share a tribute to influential cricket coach Peter G Young.

Mr Peter G Young in 1984,
The Sydneian no. 384, p. 10

From the commencement of the GPS cricket
competition in 1893, Grammar was the
dominant school. In the first thirty years,
between 1893 and 1922, SGS were premiers
on no less than twenty-two occasions, the
other eight being shared between Newington
College, The King’s School and Shore.
Then things changed. Not until 1958
did Grammar again secure the cricket
premiership, although the Second XI shared
a premiership in 1948. The major reason for
the breaking of this premiership drought after
thirty-five years was the advent of a new
coach at Grammar. In 1958 the Headmaster,
Colin O Healey appointed a comparatively
new member of staff to coach the First XI.
His name was Peter Young. Since joining
the staff only two years previously Peter had
proven his skills as an outstanding teacher
of Geography; as a Tutor master; as a rugby
coach; and as a junior cricket coach of the
15As.
PG Young had played cricket at Oxford
University, but had not subsequently played
regularly, and would make his mark in
coaching rather than as a player. He was a
nimble-footed batsman and leg spin bowler
who thought about and understood the

game. He enjoyed the challenge of seeking
solutions, particularly in assisting members
of his teams to make the most of their innate
talents, and in so doing, to improve their
performance. Quiet by nature, his style was
never overbearing, being more consultative.
Members of his teams held him in high
regard.
It was hardly a surprise then, that in his
first year as coach of the First XI, the 1958
team won the premiership, registering six
wins and one loss for an aggregate of 54
points, ahead of the joint runners-up, The
Scots College and Newington, each on 50.
This outcome was only determined on the
final day of the 1958 cricket season.
PG Young’s impact on his teams was
profound. In 1959 the cricket team again
won the competition, being undefeated, and
securing three outright wins. Each of his
1962 and 1963 teams were premiers. Peter
was always a student of the game, and of his
players. He taught them to apply themselves,
and spent considerable time helping
individuals to capitalise on their strengths,
while addressing particular shortcomings.
On occasions he even put his thoughts and
advice on paper for a boy to then work on a

Right: Robert Storey score
card-batting map from 1969

Peter Young with five First
XI captains (1959–65).
Three captained teams
which won the GPS First XI
Premiership, and a different
three captained Combined
GPS First Elevens and one
was vice-captain. From
left: John Kenny, John
Elmgreen, Robert Storey,
Jim Cattlin, Hugh Munro,
Peter Young. Photograph
taken at a dinner in 1983
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First XI 1958 Premiers. Standing: PC Kelly, AR Town, MJA Storey, RAI Grant,
HM Munro, JW Scutt, HE Doran, Mr PG Young. Seated: DN McGilvray,
JR Maybury, WM Caisley (captain), GJ Spring, ERE Russell

specific program. In the nets he would place
a small sheet of paper on a desired length,
requiring the bowler to focus on the sheet as
he released the ball. For a batsman who was
inclined to step back in his initial movement,
he placed a small item at the rear of his boot.
Despite the intensity of coaching, net sessions
were always fun, and Peter introduced an
effective slips catching practice in which he
held the bat while a selected fieldsman threw
full-pitch balls at him, which he duly sliced
into the slips cordon.
His team selections were well thought
out, and not necessarily conventional. He
understood the importance of partnerships
in both batting and bowling. Running
between wickets practice was a regular
part of the training schedule. Concerning
bowling partnerships, he relished having a
combination of an accurate medium pacer
who could dry up the runs at one end, and a
good spinner at the other who could exploit
a batsman’s impatience. On one occasion he
promoted a specialist slips fieldsman from the
seconds, reasoning that securing the wicket
of a top batsman in the opposition team

would be a worthy prize, justifying having
one less bowler or batsman.
PG Young undoubtedly had some good
players to work with, as is shown by certain
individual results in his teams. Indeed quite
a number of his players went on to perform
at higher levels of cricket. Nevertheless, his
success as a coach was more through his
influence on all members of his teams. He
understood the essence of cricket where most
performance is dependent on the support of
a team member. His teams were taught the
importance of applied discipline. For those
who joined PG Young’s First XI for the first
time, this feature was perceptible.
Peter Young’s coaching of the Grammar
First XI came to an end due to his growing
responsibilities in school administration,
but also because he ardently opposed the
introduction of one-day cricket to the GPS
cricket competition. This occurred after
1964. He argued that by reducing the time
allocation for a match, batsmen would lose
the opportunity to learn how to build an
innings, and wrist spinners were less likely to
be bowled.
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From the Archives: The legacy of
PG Young – A remarkable cricket coach
In 1988, after an absence of a quarter of
a century, it was resolved to reintroduce
two-day cricket to the GPS, the initiative
for the change being taken by one of PG
Young’s former team members who was then
Headmaster of Shore. Peter Young’s clear
views on the matter were readily sought,
proving invaluable advice. When the change
occurred, no man was happier than Peter
Young.
Understated, modest, widely respected
and warmly liked, Peter Young was an
exceptional schoolmaster. While his positive
influence traversed a number of areas of
school life during his years as a member
of Grammar’s staff, his impact in cricket
in particular was profound, creating a
remarkable legacy.

Cricket practice featured in the Illustrated
London News 5 Mar 1960 (SGS Archives)

“Nevertheless, his success as
a coach was more through his
influence on all members of
his teams.”

Dinner given to the SGS First XI, GPS Premiers,
by Mr H Gordon Munro at the Windsor Room,
Hotel Australia, 3 December 1959. (Chairman
and head of the table) Mr HG Munro; to his
left: Mr PG Young (coach, SGS First XI), Mr RE
Ludowici (Secretary to SGS Trustees) JR Maybury
(vicecaptain), IKB Storey, JW Scutt, PC Kelly, JV
Pigott, G Newman, D Horsfield, P Dalley (scorer),
J Cattlin, RAI Grant, Hugh Munro (captain), Mr IM
Edwards (Sportsmaster) and Mr CH MacKenzie
(captain, 1922 Champion SGS First XI)
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Grammar’s post Covid-19 normal
James Boyd-Clark (VI) reports on the post-lockdown re-opening of the school.

Fynn Penny (VI) and James Boyd-Clark (VI)

Matthew Britton (V) greeted by the
Headmaster and Sergeant

Ethan Kooner (V),
using sanitiser

When the transition towards distance learning
was announced on 23 March, it came as a
shock to many pupils, despite the warning
signs. The announcement of the phased return
to face-to-face education was, by contrast,
much anticipated and eagerly awaited.
Although we had been attending regular
classes a mere seven weeks prior, many,
wondered what changes might have occurred
on campus during our absence. From this,
a feeling of apprehension developed, as we
shared a collective uncertainty about the
necessity to adapt to the post-COVID normal.
Having learnt in the limbo of distance
education for a few weeks, entering the school
gates to see the smiling, familiar faces of
masters and boys in the flesh was a comforting
experience, a step towards the regularity of
pre-pandemic life. Fears that the new thermal
camera might evoke echoes of airport security
were quickly dispelled by the steady flow of
boys rapidly passing by it. In many ways the
school had maintained its familiar appearance;
the most noticeable change was a shift in
atmosphere, as a result of the isolating, yet
common experience of quarantine.
Upon entering that first day, apprehension
was replaced by a shared cocktail of
excitement at seeing friends, nervousness
about the new world order, and an emerging
cautious optimism about the future.
As each day passes, much of the path towards
normality remains untrodden. Our ability to
adapt will be tested further in the coming
weeks and months, but equally important
remains the ability to maintain a broader
perspective, and appreciate the opportunity to
continue our education at a great school.

Jimmy Bonython-Hines, Andrew
Guest and Jules Noldus-Lin (All VI)

Measures in place to protect the
health and safety of all boys and
staff include
• Temperature checking devices,
including a thermal imaging device;
• Re-rooming classes to minimise
staff movement;
• Re-arranging furniture in all spaces
to provide distancing;
• A clearly marked Teaching Zone
(masters only) at the front of each
classroom;
• Regular sanitation of all rooms;
• Hand-sanitiser units in every room;
• Marking out traffic flow patterns.
Above right: Palladium building traffic flow patterns set up
Right: Staff setting up the camera
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Exchange student reports
Three groups of boys from Form IV and Form VI share their experiences of school life
and culture in France, Germany and Switzerland.

The Paris group out and about with some of their French peers

Visiting la Tour Eiffel

French language
exchange to Paris
The twelve unforgettable weeks the four
of us shared in Paris was an incredible
experience that has given us some precious
memories. Most of the school time was spent
in the same classes as our correspondents,
which served our predominant goal of
linguistic development very well. It was a
great feeling for us to participate in classes
in another language on the other side of the
world.
Three times a week we also had FLE, a
class for exchange students, where we studied
French as non-native speakers. Here we
enjoyed being exposed to authentic French
cuisine, such as Oliver’s infamous “bœuffromage”. During our free periods, we spent
time with friends in local cafes or at their
houses. On Wednesdays, we had half-days
and took the opportunity for some sight36 SGS MAGAZINE No. 11

seeing. We climbed la Tour Eiffel together,
strolled down les Champs-Elysées and la Seine
and visited le Louvre and le Musée D’Orsay.
During our two weeks of holidays, Cian
and Finnian took a trip to Deauville, on the
coast in Normandy, followed by a trip to see
the castles along la Loire. Oliver and Kamyar
had trips to Italy with their correspondents
as well as regional French trips, giving them
opportunities to try different local specialities
and try to comprehend the southern and
eastern accents.
Ultimately, the exchange was a
great success. We improved our French
dramatically, explored a foreign culture in a
beautiful city and developed our ability to
live independently. It was twelve weeks of
wonder, which will hopefully inspire lifelong
friendships.
Cian Bowes, Oliver King, Finnian Colwell,
Kamyar Murphy (All IV)

German language
exchange to Zürich
We know that language skills are best
improved in the “real world”, but it’s not
often that the opportunity arises, especially
at school. The Sydney Grammar School
exchange program is, therefore, remarkably
valuable, as the five of us who eventually
ended up in Zürich came to appreciate.
We attended the Freies Gymnasium
Zürich (FGZ), a bilingual (German/English)
school. Most of us found Swiss German
nearly incomprehensible compared to the
High German we were taught in Australia,
but thankfully, classes were in the latter. It
was wonderful to simply be surrounded by
German media: the newspapers on trams,
the signs on shops, and, naturally, all the
conversations with our exchange partners
and our new friends. The bonds we made
over there may indeed last lifetimes.

Switzerland itself is also very beautiful.
We all visited the mountains that form
Zürich‘s picturesque backdrop and enjoyed
the vibrant Christmas markets. Frau Schmidt,
the exchange supervisor at FGZ, set up a
scavenger hunt for Zürich’s landmarks, which
was both enjoyable and educational.
In summary, the Swiss exchange helped
us linguistically, but was also much more
than that: an unforgettable cultural and social
experience. The twelve weeks flew by and
we would do them again in a heartbeat.
Rohan Alliker, Lars Hofflin, Jonah Hopkin, Shyaan Patel,
James Shadbolt (All VI)

German language
exchange to Hamburg
After a 21-hour flight, we arrived in Hamburg
and the very next day we were straight
into the school routine at the Gymnasium
Hochrad. We were thrown in the deep end,
with timetables that were very different to
what we were used to. The Germans took
no mercy on us as most of them had been
learning English since Kindergarten, so the
concept of unfamiliarity with a language was
alien to them. After overcoming the initial
embarrassment, however, we found our
classmates incredibly warm and friendly.
We were able to make the most of the
opportunities at school and Max and Matthew
even had the opportunity to play flugelhorn
and flute respectively in the school orchestra.
Exploring Hamburg and its famous
attractions, such as the Elbe-Philharmonie,
the Thalia Theater, the Staadt Opernhaus and

the Concert-Halle
was a real thrill.
We also enjoyed a
visit to the world
famous miniature
wonderland and
watch a Bundesliga
2 football game
with the local
Hamburg team,
HSV.
Christmas in
Hamburg was
a very different
experience with
new cultural
traditions, such as
opening presents
on Christmas Eve
and having the
main Christmas
meal that evening.
Between Christmas
and New Year, we
travelled to ski areas with our host families
in Austria, Switzerland and Bavaria and
spending New Years’ Eve in Hamburg was
terrific. The German practice of lighting your
own fireworks was a highlight.
We all felt very welcomed by our host
families and the school community and
our confidence to speak German improved
immensely. We remain in close contact with
our new friends and host families and we
all hope to visit again. It was a remarkably
enriching cultural experience.

The Hamburg group about to depart on their adventure

The Elbe-Philharmonie, Hamburg

Max Philips, Jack Wilson and Matthew Wolfenden
(All IV)

“The Swiss exchange helped us linguistically,
but was also much more than that: an
unforgettable cultural and social experience.”
The Zürich group along
with some of their hosts
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A Different Anzac Commemoration
Master of the Lower School, Dr Rollo Hesketh, reports on a novel solution to
the lockdown restrictions.
The School’s 2020 Anzac Assembly at
the beginning of Term II was different to
usual. With the coronavirus meaning we
were unable to host our distinguished Old
Sydneians at our traditional Assembly in Big
School, we filmed and edited an Assembly for
our boys and community to watch online.
Needless to say, it was not quite the same,
but the online version of the Assembly, edited
by Mr Amal Wilson from our Audio Visual
Department, did a remarkable job of capturing
the solemnity and importance of the occasion.
Mr Paul Gaske, Director of Music, and Mr
Greg Howard, Head of Brass, organised the
music, including two fine performances on
trumpet from Oliver King (V) and Patrick
Fullilove (IV). Mr Robert Wagner, our organist,
played the magnificent Big School organ
with his usual verve, and Marcus Allan (VI),
the current Senior Under Officer of the
Army Cadets, read an extract from Pericles’
funeral oration surrounded by gum trees
and the sounds of the Australian bush. The
Headmaster delivered his lines in Big School,
and Mr Robert Brown AM, (OS 1967) and
former Commanding Officer of the School’s
Air Force Cadets, gave a very thoughtful
address from his home. Photographs from
the School’s most recent tour to the Gallipoli
Peninsula, as well as from Anzac Days past
and present (including our boys taking part
in the “socially distanced” 2020 version) were
included in a montage for the minute’s silence.
The Assembly can be seen on the School’s
website. Those who watch it will note the
picture sitting on the table beside Robert as
he gives his address. It is of his grandfather,
Sergeant Eric Ainslie Manfield Newton, who
served from 1916 to 1919, principally in
France in the Fifth Field Artillery Brigade and
AIF General Headquarters. He is listed on
the Big School war memorial as Newton EA,
along with his brother Corporal Ballantyne
Manfield Newton (Newton BM on the
memorial) who served from 1914 to 1919,
including at Gallipoli. Robert’s son Alastair
Edward Newton Brown (OS 2001) filmed
him giving his address. Alastair was a Cadet
Under Officer in the Air Force Cadets at
Grammar, and now works as a film maker,
writer and director.
We all look forward to returning to Big
School for 2021’s Assembly. In the meantime,
the 2020 version will serve as a reminder of
the times Australia and the world have been
through this year, with the Anzac message of
hope and service resonating more strongly
than ever.
Click here to view the video online.
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CUO Connor Latham (VI)

Top: Air Commodore Robert M C Brown AM (OS 1967)
Above: The Last Post, Oliver King (V)

“We filmed and edited an Assembly for
our boys and community to watch online.”

Anzac Day Driveway Vigils
Our Cadets play an important role in helping the community to celebrate Anzac Day.

Joshua Chan (IV) with the Knox
Old Boys Pipes and Drum Band

CUO Marcus Allan (Senior Under Officer) VI

CUO Thomas Heathcote (VI)

Commemoration of Anzac Day in the
wider community certainly presented some
difficulties this year. The determination to
mark the occasion with due reverence and
respect, however, resulted in a marvellous
coordinated effort by the National Cadet
Leadership Group (NCLG) and the RSL,
which enabled the Australian Army Cadets
to participate in very profound and
meaningful ways.
Cadets were encouraged to stand in their
home driveways while in their cadet uniform
and live stream public Anzac Day services.
Many of our boys and staff fulfilled this
challenge admirably.
Grammar’s School Band members were
also encouraged to volunteer their time and
service on Anzac Day.
Joshua Chan (IV) was heard practicing
the Last Post and Reveille by his next-door
neighbour, Captain Bruce York (Ret’d), and
his wife. When called to be congratulated on
his playing, Joshua mentioned that his school
had encouraged him to volunteer in this way.
Capt. York had been looking for someone
to play for their block and the neighbouring
properties, and Joshua fulfilled the need
perfectly, being heard by over sixty people
in their Lindfield neighbourhood at dawn,
together with a piper from the Knox Old
Boys Pipes and Drum Band.
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
The family of Charles William Linklater Boyd (Bill) has been involved with the School for over a
century, beginning with his father Gwynn Stuart Boyd in 1899, to Gwynn’s great grandson Jonathan
Henderson, who attended College Street from 2014 to 2019. By Malcolm and (William) Gwynn Boyd.

Above: Charles William Linklater Boyd
Top Right: Gwynn Boyd’s school report 1900, signed
by Headmaster AB Weigall
Right: Photo of Gwynn Boyd from the QVB News, 1946
Below: Sketch of Gwynn Boyd in Smith’s Weekly, 1947
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Gwynn Stuart Boyd topped Form
I in 1900 as his report shows,
despite being “very weak in Euclid”.
Following school, Gwynn joined
the Electric Lighting Division of
the Sydney Municipal Council as
an engineer and ultimately retired
as General Manager of the Sydney
County Council, after 43 years
with the same enterprise and
having overseen a major upgrade
of the old Pyrmont power station,
and the creation of a brand new
power station at Bunnerong. His
considerable achievements were
acknowledged in the newspaper
Smith’s Weekly of 5 July 1947,
stating that, despite not having a
University degree, “he has won
success, not by a degree, but by
degrees”! Gwynn’s brother, Alan
Errol Boyd, was also at College
Street, commencing in 1902.
Gwynn’s two sons, Alan and
William (known as Bill), were at
College Street from 1929-32 and
1930-33, respectively. Alan was
gifted in the sciences and took
a degree in Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering from
the University of Sydney,
following which he joined the
English Electric Company. Bill,
despite being over two years
younger than his brother, was
only one year behind and
had only just turned sixteen
when he sat for his Leaving
Certificate. Probably his
proudest moment at School
was being part of Huck Finlay’s
premiership-winning Second
XV in 1933. Both brothers
served in the Second World
War, and Bill was President of
the Old Sydneians’ Union from
1966 to 1968. Interestingly,
both of Bill’s brothers-in-law
also attended the School.
Indeed, Robert and Phil
Saunders were two generations
removed from Charles and
Alfred Saunders, who attended
the School in the 1880s.
It was Bill who maintained
the link with the School,
with both his sons attending.
(William) Gwynn (known
as Bill at school) started in
College Street Prep (“Stevo’s

Above: Bill Boyd (back row, third from left) in the
Premiership-winning Second XV of 1933
Right: Gwynn Boyd’s prize notice 1900 signed by
Headmaster AB Weigall

Prep”) in 1957. He enjoyed the Cadet Corps
and topped the state in the Under Officers’
course in 1962. On matriculation in 1963, he
went to the Royal Military College, Duntroon
and subsequently served in Vietnam in 1969;
Malcolm started in 2R Upper at College Street
in 1960. He remembers some wonderful
early classes with then Headmaster Alastair
Mackerras including reading Winnie the Pooh
in Latin. He was planning to be an architect
but eventually undertook a degree in Civil
Engineering at the University of Sydney after
he left at the age of 16 in 1965. Malcolm also
spent time in uniform, having been called
up for National Service and subsequently
graduating from the unique Officer Training
Unit, Scheyville.

Bill Boyd at Grammar’s Anzac Assembly 2006,
photo by Rex Dupain
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Leaving home for Malcolm’s (on right)
first day at College Street 1960

William, Bill and Malcolm Boyd at Grammar’s Anzac Assembly

All three of Bill’s children had boys at
College Street. His daughter, Robin, led the
way with David Jefferson attending from
1980 to 1985, playing in the First XV in his
final year – a team which was renowned
for beating Riverview at the Sydney Cricket
Ground prior to a Wallaby test match. David
is now an urologist in private practice.
(William) Gwynn’s eldest son, Angus,
attended from 1987 to 1992 and graduated
with an Honours Degree in Economics
from the University of Sydney in 1996. He
subsequently received his MBA from the
Australian Graduate School of Management,
UNSW.
Malcolm had two sons, Hamish and
Alistair, who attended Edgecliff Prep and
College Street, finishing in 1994 and 2001,
respectively. Both enjoyed art and music as
well as inheriting their grandfather’s passion
for rugby, with Alistair making the First XV in
2001 and enjoying being coached by Michael
Lynagh. He is now teaching at Balgowlah
Boys’ High School. Hamish runs his own TV
and video production business.
The family is also connected through
Gwynn Stuart Boyd’s grandfather, Joseph
Fearn Boyd, to Ian Fraser Boyd who was
at Grammar from 1951 to 1952 and his son,
Stuart Fraser Boyd who was at Grammar
from 1977 to 1982 and subsequently taught at
College Street.
It remains to be seen whether the Boyd
family’s strong association with Grammar
will continue. Nevertheless, it maintains
its connections with the School. Bill Boyd
was the main driving force behind the
establishment of the Anzac Assembly, and his
two sons (and some grandsons) make sure to
attend every year.
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William and Malcolm Boyd
as Cadets 1963

Angus Stuart Boyd

Above: Alistair
Boyd in the First
XV with coach
Michael Lynagh in
2001

Hamish Stuart Boyd

Carnivals at St Ives
Sportsmaster, Mr Brett Townley-Jones, reports on all the action from this
year’s Swimming and Cross Country carnivals.
Carnivals provide every boy with the opportunity
to demonstrate resilience, courage, empathy
and respect, while striving for their personal
best. As much as 2020 will be remembered
for COVID-19, I’m sure the community within
St Ives will remember the House spirit, broken
records and the exciting colour the boys bring
to the hard fought carnivals.
The Years 3 to 6 Swimming Carnival
was held in Term I at Macquarie University
Aquatic Centre. Competition was hotly
contested with around ten heats in every
age group for the 50m freestyle. This trend
continued throughout the day with boys
vying for a place in each of the finals and
relay teams. After winning all carnivals in
2019, Cowper again won the Swimming
Carnival for 2020! Special mention to the
Junior Cowper relay team for breaking the
record, as well as Lucas Lin from Dent for
breaking three records in the U11’s 50m
Freestyle, Breaststroke and Butterfly events.
Our Prep to Year 2 boys had their Cross
Country Carnival in Term I. With all Prep to
Year 2 events, the modifications made to each
age group suit all abilities and allow for full
participation. First up the Preschool boys did
a half lap of Cowper Field, featuring a great
sprint finish. The Kindergarten boys followed
with a full lap. There were a few falls along the
way, but it was great to see a number of boys
supporting their friends without regard for their
own position. The Year 1 and Year 2 events
involved the boys exiting the school to push
up Heart Break Hill, challenging themselves all
the way to the finish! Congratulations to Healey
for winning one of their first carnivals in a
while. Congratulations must also go to Harrison
McBurney from Francis for taking the honours
on the day and for also making the St Ives
School team after finishing third in the primary
event a week later!
The Year 3 to 6 Cross Country Carnival
took on a challenging new course and there
were smiles, red faces and non-stop cheering
as every boy was supported to the finish.
Congratulations to Healey for wining their
second carnival in 2020 and first Year 3 to 6
Cross Country Carnival since 2011. Special
mention goes to Harvey Todd, Adrian Kwan,
Raymond Zhang and James Amoils for
winning their event.
Well done boys!

“There were smiles, red faces and
non-stop cheering as every boy
was supported to the finish.”
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Sydney Grammar School and the
Second World War
History master Dr MR Glozier’s research on Old
Sydneians and the Second World War continues.
Included below are the brief listings for surnames
beginning with G, H and I. The project aims to tell
the story of Old Sydneians who participated in the
Second World War.
The following nominal roll represents the fifth
instalment of research into OS participants based
on (a) The Sydneian list (No. 317, May 1946);
(b) the School’s Liber Nominum; (c) Australian
military sources (including the Australian War
Memorial and websites hosted by the Department
of Veterans’ Affairs.
Dr Glozier’s initial aim is to research and
record a definitive list of all OS participants. If
readers have any information about OS in WWII,
Dr Glozier is keen to hear from you. Please write
to MRG@sydgram.nsw.edu.au

Squadron Leader Harry Geoffrey Havyatt,
of Edgecliff, NSW (1943)

Wing Commander Clarrie Parsons Glasscock,
DFC, Commanding Officer of No 30 Beaufighter
Squadron RAAF (1943) (AWM P01335.010)

G, H and I Surnames

Left: Local Moss Vale resident, Rohan McAlpine, who is
“lucky enough to back on to the Legacy Holiday House
- and my kids can play in their large grounds and talk to
their sheep”, sent us this photo of a plaque dedicated
to Maurice Isaac Green, while doing some Anzac Day
research with his children. Maurice Isaac Green OS
1934-1940 was killed in an aircraft accident while on
service in 1944

The information contained in the following list includes: Surname / Service Number / Rank /
Forename(s) / Armed Service / OS dates. + died in service / * served in WWI (1914-18) /
# served in the Boer War (1899-1902)
GABRIEL, NX70594 CAPT Alfred
Charles ARMY (1915-17)
*GAERTNER, N68451 WO2
Frederick (Fritz) ARMY (1912-14)
GAGE, NX31523 LT Harold
Thomas ARMY (1935-7)
GALE, NX131456 SGT John
Windeyer Halley ARMY (1926-7)
GALLAND, N244763 LT Bernard
Louis ARMY (1925-30)
GALLASCH, NX202600 SIG John
Waters ARMY (1925-30)
GANT, VX112217 LT John Le
Gallic ARMY (1928)
GARD, Q218075 LT Kenneth
Rowe ARMY (1925-30)
GARDEN, O31858 SQNLDR
Kenneth Alexander RAAF (1925-7)
GARDINER, WX1794 PTE Harold
Archibald P. ARMY (1918-22)
GARDNER, NX107626 LT Alvin
Ross ARMY (1933-5)
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GARDNER, NX119078 LT Ronald
Philip ARMY (1935-9)
GARLAND, N458282 GNR Adrian
Leonard ARMY (1917)
GARNSEY, NX195034 CAPT
Charles Denys ARMY (1927-30)
GARNSEY, N/A David Arthur
RAAF (1924-6)
+GARNSEY, NX51115 MAJ
Richard Cornish Rock “Dick”, MC
ARMY (1933-4)
GARRAD, NX80534 BDR Alan
Milton ARMY (1923-5)
GARRATT, NX114868 CPL John
Sydney ARMY (1928-30)
GARRETT, N383464 PTE Camden
Stanley Spencer ARMY (1914-15)
GARVEN, S/6228 LS Jack Allerton
RAN (1925-30)
+GARVIN, NX58438 LSGT Jack
Thomas ARMY (1915-20)

GATES, NX143944 LCPL Arthur
Campbell ARMY (1937-40)
GATES, NX193089 CPL Lyndon
James Forsyth ARMY (1925-30)
+GAULTON, NX82010 PTE
Andrew Robert ARMY (1933-7)
GAWTHROP, 15832 FLGOFF John
Richard RAAF (1935-6)
GAY, 14036 SGT Ashley Laurence
RAAF (1927-32)
GEDDES, S/10136 ORD TEL
Russell Edward RAN (1941-2)
GEE, NX32339 CAPT Harry Edwin
ARMY (1921-2)
GEE, NX19389 GNR Richard
Grenville ARMY (1929-30)
GEERING, N410708 GNR Jack
Montgomery ARMY (1921-4)
GEERING, N37148 CAPT William
George Godfrey ARMY (1918-20)
GENGOS, 262861 SQNLDR
George Vasilos RAAF (1929-30)

+GENGOS, 402864 FLGOFF
William RAAF (1933-5)
GEORGE, N13944 PTE Nicholas
ARMY (1926)
GEORGE, 412944 FLGOFF Stanley
Vernon RAAF (1925-8)
GERRAND, 413564 FLTLT
Couthbert De La Haye RAAF
(1915-17)
GIBBS, VX60548 CPL Graham
Andrew ARMY (1932)
GIBBS, 253367 FLGOFF Stuart
Burton RAAF (1913-15)
GIBLIN, 164915 LAC Leonard
Ross Trevor RAAF (1941-2)
+GIBSON, 402946 FLGOFF
Douglas Clarke RAAF (1933-6)
GIBSON, N176651 CPL Douglas
Holdsworth ARMY (1912-14)
GIBSON, QX6391 CHAP George
Robert ARMY (1916-20)

GIBSON, 445013 LAC John Walter
Denmark RAAF (1938-43)
GIBSON, NX52015 PTE Langford
Alexander B. ARMY (19??-15)
GIBSON, N49549 CPL Leo Robert
ARMY (1930-2)
GIBSON, N176652 PTE Thomas
Holdsworth ARMY (1912-13)
GIFFORD, VX89025 MAJ Geoffrey
Claude ARMY (1926-7)
GILCHRIST, S/4391 AB Colin
Douglas RAN (1930-3)
GILCHRIST, WX28866 CAPT John
Alfred ARMY (1930-3)
GILKES, 420656 WOFF Charles
Kenneth RAAF (1938-9)
GILKES, 443827 FSGT John
Richard RAAF (1941-2)
GILL, 482050 SIG Alfred Wyatt
McKenzie ARMY (1921-5)
GILL, N469630 GNR James Ewan
(Evan) MacDonald ARMY (1922-4)

GILL, VX106942 LCPL Kenneth
George ARMY (1936-7)
GILL, 261482 SQNLDR Robert
Chalmers RAAF (1927-30)
GILLER, N413462 LCPL Hartley
Gordon ARMY (1925-7)
GILLER, N468114 GNR Harry
Sidney ARMY (1925-6)
GILLESPIE, 402116 FLTLT Adam
Forsythe RAAF (1934)
GILMOUR, NX164466 SPR
Richard Fergus ARMY (1937-9)
GINSBERG, NX108197 CAPT
Maurice William ARMY (1920-1)
GLADWIN, NX113821 LT George
Thomas ARMY (1935-6)
+GLASSCOCK, 260092 WGCDR
Clarence Parsons “Clarrie” RAAF
(1928-30)
GLASSCOCK, 63768 AC1 William
Robert RAAF (1936)
GLASSON, 411695 FLTLT Douglas
Haigh, DFC RAAF (1932-4)
GLASSON, NX65532 CAPT
Gordon William ARMY (1929-31)
GLASSON, 24832 CDR Geoffrey
Charles T. RAN (1936-8)
GLASSOP, 443305 WOFF Rollo
Keith RAAF (1941)
GLEESON-WHITE, S/9214 SBLT
Michael Anthony “Mick” RAN
(1939-43)
GLENN, NX170315 TPR Peter
James ARMY (1940-1)
GLENWRIGHT, 403331 PLTOFF
Leonard Campbell, AFC RAF
(1927-30)
GLOVER, NX53185 LT Sydney
Laurence ARMY (1917)
GLYNN, N/A SBLT Clare Wallace
RAN (1934-5)
GODDARD, 66018 CPL William
John RAAF (1920-1)
+GODLEY, 413370 FLGOFF Colin
Cortland RAAF (1927-9)
GOLD, NX141609 GNR / 436292
WOFF Rufus Manuel ARMY /
RAAF (1930-5)
GOLDBERG, N380133 PTE Alroy
Harold Cedric ARMY (1923-5)
GOLDBERG, S66049 PTE Leonard
Keesing ARMY (1919-22)
GOLDIE, A16301 LAC Charles
John Dashwood RAAF (1940-2)
GOLDING, NX93 MAJ Charles
William King ARMY (1925-33)
GOLDING, 71099 CPL Walter
Frederick Essex “Wally” RAAF
(19??-36)
GOLDRICK, NX26729 PTE /
FLGOFF / NX38888 WO1 John
Stuart ARMY / RAAF / ARMY
(1919-20)
GOLDSBROUGH, N14835 PTE
Cecil John ARMY (1925-7)
GOLDSMITH, V62143 PTE Arthur
Joseph ARMY (1930-4)
GOLLAN, NX93495 PTE Gerald
Edward ARMY (1915)
GONZALEZ, NX119686 PTE
Thomas Charles Henry ARMY
(1922-5)
GOODMAN, N213573 PTE David
Arnold ARMY (1921)
GOODMAN, N442466 GNR Hyam
Eric ARMY (1926-8)
GOODMAN, NX153748 GNR John
David ARMY (1927-31)
GOODSELL, 423709 WOFF
Howard Russell RAAF (1934-9)
GOODSIR, NX13651 LT William
Edward ARMY (1918)
GOODWIN, 422495 SGT John
Ross RAAF (1933-5)

GOOZEE, 420933 WOFF Henry
Frederick RAAF (1938)
GORDON, NX89888 PTE Samuel
Stewart ARMY (1924-5)
GORDON, 23637 AC Robert
Verdun RAAF (1929)
GORMAN, NX147603 LT Henry
Alwyn ARMY (1924-7)
+GOSSETT, NX22339 PTE Wayth
Butler ARMY (1937)
GOUDIE, NX200759 CPL Stuart
Darwin ARMY (1935-6)
GOULD, NX34768 CAPT Norman
Sydney ARMY (1928)
GOULDER, NX147823 CPL Albert
William ARMY (1936-8)
GOULDING, NX80949 LSGT
Harold Lindsay ARMY (1921-6)
GOULDING, NX2729 PTE Robert
Nelson ARMY (1920-2)
GOULSTON, NX70332 LTCOL Eric
Hyman, OBE ARMY (1916-22)
GOULSTON, NX78937 LBDR Roy
Frank ARMY (1934-40)
GOULSTON, NX12269 MAJ
Stanley Jack Marcus, AO, MC
(MID) ARMY (1929-33)
GOURLAY, NX79085 GNR John
Garnet Dalrymple ARMY (1925-8)
GOWARD, NX139948 GNR
Raymond George ARMY (1928)
GOWING, 402860 WOFF Edward
John RAAF (1928-31)
GOWING, QX23869 TPR George
Clyde ARMY (1924-8)
GOWING, 62550 FLGOFF James
Preston RAAF (1924-8)
GOWING, 411087 FLTLT Stanley
Hector RAAF (1922-6)
GOWING, 402907 FLTLT William
Ellis RAAF (1920-4)
GOWLLAND, NX150201 WO2
John Frederick ARMY (1923-5)
GRADY, 444116 LAC Edward
William RAAF (1937-41)
GRADY, 413202 FLGOFF James
Corbett RAAF (1936-9)
GRAHAM, N219625 SPR / 429150
FLGOFF Bruce Malcolm ARMY /
RAAF (1915-17)
GRAHAM, O23446 SQNLDR
Bruce William RAAF (1935-6)
GRAHAM, NX44669 WO1 Gordon
Marris ARMY (1925-7)
GRAHAM, NX53929 LT James
Patrick ARMY (1927-8)
GRAHAM, NX27731 SGT Jeffrey
Keith ARMY (1922-9)
GRAHAM, NX37035 TPR / 440665
SGT Kenneth Leslie ARMY /
RAAF (1938-9)
GRANT, 264596 FLTLT John
David Innes RAAF (1925-6)
GRANT, 49448 SGT Ronald
Rutherford RAAF (1922)
GRANT, NX86945 SPR Walker
Donald Saxby ARMY (1915-17)
GRAY, 413373 FSGT George
Henderson RAAF (1934-5)
GRAY, N42201 PTE Robert
Musgrave ARMY (1935-9)
GRAY, NX43796 SIG Ronald
Buchanan ARMY (1938)
GRAY, 412509 SGT Roy Douglas
RAAF (1933-6)
GRAY, NX27120 PTE / 35407
FSGT William Geoffrey ARMY /
RAAF (1917-19)
+GREEN, NX69331 DVR Frank
Lee ARMY (1922-5)
GREEN, N172669 BDR Harold
Lee ARMY (1913-15)
*GREEN, N225603 RSM Israel
ARMY (1912-16)

GREEN, NX174728 CPL Jacob
(Jack) Neville ARMY (1935-9)
+GREEN, 423717 FSGT Maurice
Isaac RAAF (1934-40)
GREER, 444498 FSGT James
Barrie RAAF (1938-41)
GREER, NX23765 CPL Leonard
Collins (Collis) ARMY (1927-9)
GREET, NX114051 MAJ John
ARMY (1928-32)
+GREGG, NX34911 CAPT Alston
ARMY (1926-9)
GREGORY, NX14915 GNR Robert
Gerrard ARMY (1915-17)
GREIG, NX112177 LT James
Malcolm ARMY (1927-8)
+GRENFELL, 403735 FLTLT
Kenneth Hugh RAAF (1926-30)
GRENFELL, 2221717 LT Richard
Harold ARMY (1927-32)
GRIEVE, NX201979 GNR Martyn
Louis ARMY (1941)
GRICE, NX34363 GNR Stanley
Alfred ARMY (1915-17)
GRIFFIN, NX15776 SGT Colin
Francis ARMY (1932-6)
GRIFFIN, NX76210 LT Elton
Reginald ARMY (1920-3)
GRIFFIN, 409473 FLGOFF John
Thomas RAAF (1923)
GRIFFIN, NX164615 SGT Norman
Victor ARMY (1927-30)
GRIFFIN, NX25040 SGT Patrick
William ARMY (1925-6)
+GRIFFIN, NX34712 CAPT
Raymond Stanley ARMY (1924-5)
GRIFFIN, NX13912 SGT Roy
Rigden ARMY (1929-33)
GRIFFITHS, S6311 LS Russell
Albon RAN (1938-40)
GRILL, NX167241 GNR Gordon
Stanfield ARMY (1926-37)
GRIMM, NX200612 PTE Wallace
ARMY (1930-1)
GRONOW, N77953 PTE / 36222
FSGT William Rhys ARMY /
RAAF (1915-17)
GROUBE, N171393 SGT Allan
Edward ARMY (1939-40)
GUEST, 26261 CDR Douglas
Walter “Doug” RAN (1937-41)
GUINANE, NX56560 SGT Sidney
Edward ARMY (1928-9)
GULLIFORD, NX104667 GNR
Raymond Arthur ARMY (1915-17)
GULSON, NX42968 SIG Cedric
Alwyne ARMY (1934-8)
GULSON, NX139140 GNR
Douglas Cashman ARMY (1931-2)
GULSON, N274186 CAPT Gordon
Leslie ARMY (1928-31)
GULSON, 420663 FLGOFF
Maurice RAAF (1933-4)
GULSON, N222503 SGT Norman
John ARMY (1932-3)
GUNN, NX32749 LT Ewan
Douglas ARMY (1927-8)
GUNN, NX101420 TPR Wallace
Rayner ARMY (1934-8)
*GUNNING, NX108194 MAJ
Aubrey Phillip ARMY (1909-13)
GUNNINGHAM, APPTCE Brian
MN (1941-2)
GUYETT, N/A LCDR Robert Telfer
RAN (1936)
HACKNEY, NX71148 LT Ben
Charles ARMY (1928-34)
HADDOCK, 61144 CPL Leslie
Alexander ARMY (1936-8)
HADFIELD, NX177185 LT Lloyd
Dyson ARMY (1938-9)
HAGON, NX15316 TPR Geoffrey
Howard ARMY (1924-5)

HAIGH, NX143685 LSGT Harry
Read ARMY (1924-7)
HAIGH, VX60728 CAPT Patrick
Frank ARMY (1932-3)
HAIGH, NX50637 PTE Frank
Caffyn ARMY (1933-4)
HAINES, 64494 LAC Albert Henry
RAAF (1925-30)
HALE, NX112689 SIG Bruce
Emerson ARMY (1935-8)
HALES, S/10141 ORDSMN Ian
Barnewall RAN (1938-43)
HALL, NX70986 MAJ Athel Neville
ARMY (1918-20)
HALL, NX71011 CAPT Colin Cecil
ARMY (1920)
HALL, 403473 SGT Derek
Maitland RAAF (1936-40)
HALL, NX166270 LSGT Eric Alan
ARMY (1936-40)
HALL, N291282 PTE George
Raymond ARMY (1912-14)
+HALL, 422504 FLGOFF Marshall
RAAF (1929-30)
HALLIDAY, NX12462 CAPT
Maxwell Charles ARMY (1924-30)
HALLIDAY, 36396 FSGT Robert
Fletcher RAAF (1937-8)
HALLIDAY, NX102479 CAPT
Robert Winston “Bob” ARMY
(1924-8)
*HALLORAN, NX51440 LT Alan
ARMY (1911-16)
HALLORAN, NX202219 PTE
James Alfred ARMY (1938-42)
HALLORAN, NX202220 WO2
Victor Thomas ARMY (1938-43)
HALLOWES, N447524 PTE Cedric
Shepherd ARMY (1924-5)
HALLOWES, 72694 LAC Kenneth
Neil RAAF (1924-5)
+HAMILTON, NX17179 GNR Eric
James ARMY (1927)
HAMILTON, N/A LEUT Robert
Wallace RAN (1931-4)
*HAMMOND, 260180 GPCAPT
Henry Talbot RAAF (1907-??)
HANCOCK, Q66821 CAPT Harold
John ARMY (1918)
HAND, NX128503 SGT Frank
Albert ARMY (1926-30)
HAND, S10509 AB Geoffrey
Charles RAN (1942)
HAND, NX12202 LT John Arthur
ARMY (1928-32)
HANLIN, NX23526 S/SGT Keith
Sydney ARMY (1930-3)
HANLIN, N350790 WO2 Norman
John ARMY (1918-21)
HANLY, 26766 CODER Peter John
William RAN (1938-42)
+HARDIE, 902422 WOFF Ross
RAFVR (1938-42)
HARDY, NX201180 CPL Bruce
Regess Lawson ARMY (1928-30)
HARDY, 3ENG Cecil George MN
(1931-2)
HARDY, NX29766 GNR John
Lawson ARMY (1924-9)
HARDY, NX98878 SGT Ross
Lawson ARMY (1928-30)
HARGREAVES, NX495 CAPT
Robert Eric James ARMY (1914-18)
HARKNESS, 71691 CPL Keith
Lynn RAAF (1921-5)
HARKNESS, NX201664 LCPL
Colin Campbell ARMY (1930-1)
HARLEY, N170966 PTE / N/A
LEUT Alan Arthur William ARMY
/ RAN (1935-8)
*HARNETT, NX60623 PTE Alan
Maurice ARMY (1912-14)
*HARNETT, 263629 FLGOFF
Sydney Hope RAAF (1915-16)

HARPER, N278425 CAPT
Archibald MacLean ARMY (1926)
HARPER, N177322 SGT Douglas
Raymond ARMY (1926)
+HARPER, NX12467 MAJ John
Craig ARMY (1922-6)
+HARPER, 402442 FLGOFF
Roderick MacMillan RAAF
(1926-31)
HARRIS, NX133474 SGT George
ARMY (1938-40)
HARRIS, S9046 AB Grahame
Harry “Winkie” RAN (1937-43)
HARRIS, N353945 PTE John
Alfred ARMY (1926-7)
HARRIS, NX109649 CAPT John
Frederick ARMY (1935-7)
HARRIS, NX101918 CAPT Louis
Leslie ARMY (1930-4)
HARRIS, NX84863 PTE Reginald
Sydney “Reg” ARMY (1927-9)
HARRISON, 263885 FLTLT Jack
Reginald RAAF (1928-9)
HARRISON, 261888 SQNLDR
Keith Selwyn RAAF (1924-9)
HARRISON, N102908 GNR /
NX43679 PTE Noel Edward
ARMY (1938)
HARRY, N230359 SGT Frederick
Craig E. ARMY (1913)
HART, NX97735 PTE / N/A LEUT
Eric Joseph ARMY / RAN (1922-6)
HARTLEY, NX59989 LSGT
Norwood ARMY (1924-5)
HARTON, N290861 N/A Ernest
Darvil ARMY (1915-17)
HARTON, NX52004 WO2 Henry
Sheffield ARMY (1922-4)
HARVEY, NX201566 PTE Brian
Lucius Cotter ARMY (1938-42)
+HARVEY, 432510 FSGT
Raymond Oliver RAAF (1937-8)
HARVEY, V147257 CAPT Rupert
Francis Leslie V. ARMY (1910-14)
HARVEY, S/8672 JOINER IV
William Albert RAN (1921)
HARVEY, NX70668 LTCOL
William Cotter Burnell ARMY
(1908-14)
HARVIE, 164570 LAC Donald
Keith RAAF (1922-6)
HASTIE, 402706 FLTLT Norman
William RAAF (1933-6)
HASTINGS, N109887 CPL /
NX85718 TPR Peter Donnington
ARMY (1938)
HATHAWAY, NX204990 PTE John
de Courcy ARMY (1938-41)
HATHERELL, N/A CAPT Richard
Fulton RAN (1916)
HATRICK, 403738 AC John Martin
RAAF (1934-6)
HAVYATT, 263659 FLTLT Alaric
RAAF (1933-5)
+HAVYATT, 391 WGCDR Harry
Geoffrey (MID) RAAF (1933-5)
HAWDON, NX125292 LT Francis
“Frank” ARMY (1936-8)
HAWKER, NX167667 GNR Donald
John Cable ARMY (1937-40)
HAWKINS, NX3831 SGT Gordon
Frederick ARMY (1922-5)
HAWKINS, N86428 SPR Warren
Wayte ARMY (1933)
HAWKINS, 164526 LAC William
Owen RAAF (1941-2)
*HAWLEY, N171996 LCPL Harry
Archibald ARMY (1913-15)
HAWLEY, NX116627 LT Leslie
William ARMY (1913-18)
HAWTHORNE, 64815 CPL
William Stuart RAAF (1940-1)
HAY, N72737 PTE Alexander
Berry ARMY (1916)
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HAY, NX193700 PTE Thomas
William Vernon ARMY (1938-40)
*HAY, N381821 PTE William
Arthur Douglas ARMY (1913-14)
HAY, 413589 FLGOFF William
Winton RAAF (1935-40)
HAYMET, NX27484 GNR Douglas
Eugene ARMY (1934-5)
HAYNES, 27362 AB Keith Robert
RAN (1942)
HAZELTON, NX108617 CAPT
John Elwyn ARMY (1913-14)
HAZELTON, 261261 SQNLDR
Ronald William RAAF (1929-30)
HEARN, NX59447 PTE Douglas
Moore ARMY (1937)
HEATH, 403051 FLTLT Norman
Neil (Ritchie) RAAF (1926-7)
HEATH, NX117245 CAPT Sydney
Francis ARMY (1918-22)
HEERY, NX137 CAPT Lennox
Peter Divers ARMY (1923-9)
HEGARTY, NX83273 PTE Thomas
Clark ARMY (1928-31)
HELMAN, N468645 N/A Allan
Ralph ARMY (1920)
HEMINGWAY, 131574 LAC
Wilfred Hubert RAAF (1922-6)
+HEMSWORTH, 260275 SQNLDR
Godfrey Ellard “Geoff”, AFC
RAAF (1921-3)
HEMSWORTH, 412510 FLGOFF
Hugh George Ellard, DFC and
Bar RAAF (1934-6)
HEMSWORTH, 273015 FLTLT John
Harding Ellard RAAF (1918-22)
HEMSWORTH, 260417 WGCDR
Neville Gerald “Nev” RAAF
(1932-5)
*HENDERSON, NX122033 CAPT
Alan Stuart ARMY (1911-16)
HENDERSON, N407067 LCPL
Beaufort John ARMY (1919-21)
HENDERSON, 433594 WOFF
Clive Ramsford RAAF (1941-2)
HENDERSON, 166963 AC Robert
Ernest RAAF (1941-4)
HENDERSON, NX5366 SGT
Rupert William Geary “Chips”
ARMY (1926-33)
HENDERSON, 262862 SQNLDR
Thomas Edgar RAAF (1928)
HENNES, 433104 WOFF John
Robert RAAF (1938-41)
HENRY, NX144061 PTE Alexander
Edward ARMY (1926-30)
HENRY, NX203587 CAPT Maurice
Salmonow ARMY (1930-7)
HENSON, NX103157 SGT Frank
Grant ARMY (1925-6)
HERALD, NX36502 PTE William
Sharp ARMY (1915-16)
HERALD, NG2249 PTE Edmund
Richard NGVR (1924-7)
HERBERT, NX156896 SIG Hervey
Derek ARMY (1937-8)
HERBERTE, 424182 FLGOFF
Alexander Draper RAAF (19??-??)
+HERBERTE, 402820 FLGOFF
John Henry Draper “Jack” RAAF
(1935-7)
HERFORD, 402966 FLGOFF
Gordon Browning RAAF (1926-9)
HERFORD, 168100 AC Noel
Arthur RAAF (1913-14)
HERFORD, N42804 LTCOL
Ronald Neale ARMY (1920-1)
+HERRING, 411783 FLGOFF Guy
Bamford RAAF (1933-8)
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HERRING, NX98137 CPL John
Charrington ARMY (1936-9)
+HERRON, NX12481 LT Albert
Allan ARMY (1930-3)
HEWSON, NX31447 PTE Geoffrey
Arthur ARMY (1925-6)
HEYWOOD, N236285 GNR
Roland Cecil ARMY (1926-8)
HIBBERD, 132789 LAC John
Maxwell RAAF (1941)
HIBBLE, NX169888 LT Everard
Henry ARMY (1926-9)
HICKS, 300443 AC Charles McCall
RAAF (1936-8)
HICKS, NX53090 LT David Stuart
ARMY (1924-8)
HIGGIN, NX83222 DVR Edward
Spencer Perceval ARMY (1939-40)
HIGGS, NX90644 PTE Bruce
Doubleday ARMY (1921)
HIGGS, NX120404 CPL Bruce
James ARMY (1939-40)
HIGGS, NX14006 WO2 Geoffrey
Nicholson ARMY (1932-3)
HIGHFIELD, S6523 AB William
George RAN (1934-7)
+HILDEBRANDT, LT Charles
William ARMY (1922-5)
HILDER, NX24654 GNR Douglas
Hall ARMY (1928-32)
HILDER, NX67229 S/SGT Robert
Henry ARMY (1918-20)
HILDER, EC/1346 LT Gerald Hall
“Bill” INDIAN ARMY (1924-8)
HILE, 74473 SGT John James
Anthony RAAF (1933-8)
HILE, 74923 LAC Thomas Edward
RAAF (1938-41)
HILL, 256828 MAJ Alec Jeffrey,
AM, MBE ARMY (1930-3)
HILL, N30040 WO1 / NX71136
MAJ Arthur Davenport ARMY
(1929-30)
HILL, 123694 LT Bruce Goodwin
BRITISH ARMY (1923-8)
HILL, NX59985 WO2 Bruce
Munro ARMY (1915-17)
HILL, 68610 FLGOFF Ernest
James RAAF (1916-17)
HILL, QX35930 MAJ James Allan
“Jim” ARMY (1927-31)
HILL, S9216 AB John Hamilton
RAN (1938-43)
HILL, N294028 LCPL Lister Wilson
ARMY (1920-3)
HILL, NX5186 LT Peter Proctor
ARMY (1925)
HILL, N350208 PTE William
Harvey ARMY (1922)
HILLS, S6704 AB Ronald Wade
RAN (1937-40)
HINDMARSH, 64606 LAC Charles
Alfred RAAF (1933-4)
HINDMARSH, NX31432 SIG
Claude William ARMY (1913-17)
HINTON, NX120241 PTE Douglas
James ARMY (1936-7)
HINTON, NX128953 SGT Howard
Edward Muriel ARMY (1930-1)
HIPSLEY, NX175654 MAJ Eben
Hamilton ARMY (1927-32)
HIRST, NX124949 LT David
George Lumsdaine ARMY (1934-9)
HIRST, NX203121 LSGT Peter
Cansdell ARMY (1937-41)
*HITCHCOCK, N70282 LSGT
Maxwell Goodwin ARMY (1915)
HOARE, NX67330 SGT Bruce
Francis ARMY (1934-5)

HOBBS, N17893 LCPL / 439849
LAC Kenneth ARMY / RAAF
(1934-5)
HOBBS, NX119689 DVR Neville
Ernest ARMY (1913-17)
HOBBS, NX14577 GNR Roy
ARMY (1934-5)
HOBSON, NX454 COL Arthur
Francis, OBE ARMY (1920-4)
HOBSON, S3660 AB James Arthur
RAN (1924-5)
HODGINS, 57260 AC Roderic
Dallas RAAF (1915-17)
HODGKINSON, NX16900 GNR
Peter Taylor ARMY (1935-7)
HODGSON, N222958 GNR Alan
Gregory ARMY (1923-7)
HOETER, 252136 CPL Frank
George Adolf ARMY (1939-41)
HOGARTH, 443774 LAC Donald
Lloyd RAAF (1938-42)
HOGATH, NX130674 PTE John
Holmes ARMY (1936-9)
HOHNEN, NX76312 LT David
Edward ARMY (1931)
HOLBOROW, 402290 WOFF Ian
G. RAAF (1923-6)
HOLCOMBE, NX80600 CPL
Maurice Vernon ARMY (1930)
HOLCOMBE, NX67303 SGT
Norman Vernon ARMY (1927-30)
HOLE, NX171306 CFN John Alan
ARMY (1941)
HOLLAND, NX34137 PTE Walter
Valentine ARMY (1918-20)
HOLLAND, NX101314 BRIG
Austin Claude Selwyn, CBE, VD
ARMY (1903-??)
HOLLANDER, NX137078 CPL
John Barnett ARMY (1926-7)
HOLLINGSWOTH, N297275 PTE
Raymond Dixon ARMY (1923-4)
HOLLOWAY, NX136136 SIG Bruce
Eric ARMY (1938-40)
HOLLOWAY, NX204883 PTE Keith
Charles ARMY (1941)
HOLMES, 610 MAJ Denbeigh
Leslie ARMY (1922)
HOLMES, NX88337 PTE James
Roland ARMY (1924-5)
HOLMES, N222588 PTE William
Morton ARMY (1936)
HOLT, NX103129 LCPL Frederick
Gordon ARMY (1925-6)
HOLT, 167277 AC Richard Warren
RAAF (1939-43)
HOOD, 134142 LAC Frederick
Vernon RAAF (1941)
HOOFF (Hooft), 421218 FLGOFF
Philip Walter RAAF (1936-7)
HOOPER, NX998 PTE Bernard
ARMY (1939-43)
HOOPER, 2139768 GNR James
Hamilton ARMY (1931-4)
HOOPER, 264704 FLTLT Thomas
RAAF (1921-3)
HOOTON, N275636 PTE / 443372
LAC Fred William ARMY / RAAF
(1934-8)
HOOTON, 2305 CAPT John
Gordon ARMY (1936-41)
HOOTON, NX146270 LSGT /
S/8203 SBLT John Kenneth Lloyd
ARMY / RAN (1934-9)
HORBURY, N460974 PTE Albert
Kenneth ARMY (1936-7)
HORDERN, NX29880 CAPT
Edward Spencer Grose ARMY
(1930-1)

HORNABROOK, N277921 PTE
Geoffrey Eaton ARMY (1924-6)
HORSLEY, NX78085 PTE Kenneth
Alfred ARMY (1939-43)
HOSIE, NX120164 DVR Arthur
Edwin ARMY (1939-43)
+HOSKINS, 403587 SGT John
Richard RAAF (1931-6)
HOTCHKISS, 131981 LAC Frank
Chandler RAAF (1937-9)
HOUGH, N72452 SGT Roland
Thomas ARMY (1912-13)
HOUISON, N192111 LT James
Keith Solling ARMY (1912-18)
HOURN, V325094 GNR / W2465
STO Ernest George ARMY / RAN
(1939-43)
HOUSTON, 413599 FLTLT Ray
James RAAF (1939)
HOWARD, 2146 MAJ Erroll John
Holmes, CBE ARMY (1931-7)
HOWARD, NX89458 SGT Harold
Esmond ARMY (1918-21)
HOWELL, NX57872 WO2 John
Parry ARMY (1920-2)
HOWELL, N105827 SGT Louis
Arthur Rowsell ARMY (1912-14)
HOWELL, NX41850 LBDR
Maxwell de St. Croix ARMY
(1936-7)
HOWELL, N348076 PTE Philip
Baden ARMY (1939-43)
HOWES, N202261 N/A / 119531
FLGOFF Beresford Oswald ARMY
/ RAAF (1914-16)
HOWES, NX170131 GNR James
Howard ARMY (1939-43)
HUDSON, NX142174 LSGT Eric
Sidney ARMY (1923-6)
HUDSON, 14259 WOFF Percy
Briggs RAAF (1925-6)
HUDSON, NX170324 WO1 John
Allan ARMY (1934-8)
HUGGINS, QX6784 SGT Ralph
Kirk ARMY (1914)
HUGHES, S/V26 LEUT Brian
Stuart RAN (19??-36)
HUGHES, N228399 SIG George
Wallace ARMY (1937-8)
HUGHES, NX57337 LBDR John
Alexander Meredith ARMY
(1933-7)
HUGHES, 445021 SGT John
Dixon RAAF (1940-4)
+HUGHES, N/A 2O John Lloyd
NZMN (1929-30)
HUGHES, N/A LEUT Laurence
Stuart RAN (1929-4)
HUGHES, S/10013 AB Robert
Wallace RAN (1939-43)
HULL, NX12497 CAPT Douglas
George “Doug” ARMY (1923-5)
HULL, NX12176 CAPT Ronald
Douglas G. ARMY (1925-9)
HULL, O210034 LAC William
George RAAF (1932-6)
*HUMBLEY, N103842 PTE
Reginald ARMY (1897-13)
HUMBLEY, N/A CAPT Richard
Rex Wells RAN (1930-6)
HUMFREY, NX31680 CPL Patrick
Colin Campbell ARMY (1914-15)
HUMFREY, N350835 CPL Urquhart
Arthur ARMY (1914)
HUMFREYS, N105489 LT John
Davidson ARMY (1933-4)
+HUMPHREYS, GNR Richard
Clive FMSVR (1916-18)

+HUNT, 420343 PLTOFF Allan
William John RAAF (1933-4)
HUNT, NX91811 S/SGT George
Kenneth Otway ARMY (1920-1)
HUNT, NX19905 SGT Gordon
Leigh Alton ARMY (1922-5)
HUNT, 433108 WOFF Ian Sinclair
RAAF (1940-2)
HUNT, N439711 PTE Philip
Winder ARMY (1914)
HUNTER, NX111999 MAJ David
Blair Grant ARMY (1913-14)
HUNTER, NX121936 MAJ
Kenneth ARMY (1913-14)
HUNTER, N/A LTCOL Lancelot
John “Lance”, OBE, MC, MB,
FRACS (MID) NZEF (1901-??)
HUNTER, NX127376 CAPT
Mervyn ARMY (1926-7)
HURLEY, 412965 LAC Frank Louis
RAAF (1929)
HURLL, NX110887 CAPT Norman
James ARMY (1914)
HURREY, 430658 WOFF Edward
Cunningham RAAF (1938-40)
HURST, NX13873 CAPT Kenneth
Godfrey ARMY (1934-5)
*HURST, QX43792 LTCOL Rupert
John Rostron ARMY (1911-13)
HUTCHINSON, NX127366 CAPT
John Topping “Jack” ARMY
(1935-8)
HUTCHISON, NX26874 GNR Jack
ARMY (1934)
HUTSON, N324239 PTE Gordon
Cleburne ARMY (1936)
+HUTTON, NX35003 LT Kenneth
William ARMY (1931-6)
IFIELD, Q217690 PTE Allen
Robert ARMY (1922)
INGLIS, NX99129 PTE Colin
Moore ARMY (1919-22)
INGLIS, S/9081 SBLT Malcolm
John RAN (1939-42)
INGLIS, 21442 PLTOFF Robert
Ernest RAAF (1927-30)
INGLIS, NX26474 S/SGT Thomas
Ross ARMY (1919-23)
INGLIS, NX206864 CAPT William
ARMY (1936-7)
INGRAM, 420202 FLGOFF
Edward Sefton RAAF (1931-5)
INMAN, N/A LCDR Charles
Anthony James RAN (1922-4)
INNES, N288618 PTE George
Donald ARMY (1919-23)
IPKENDANZ, NX101585 LT
Edward Kendal ARMY (1913-14)
IRELAND, N/A CAPT Oscar
Arthur RAN (1899-19??)
IRONS, NX6297 LCPL Leslie Allen
ARMY (1913-15)
IRVINE, N/A Ian Gavin MN
(1924-9)
ISAACS, NX100278 GNR Barry
Hinton ARMY (1936-8)
ISAACS, N460759 PTE Eric
Adolphus ARMY (1912-14)
ISAACS, NX100196 GNR Geoffrey
Bruce ARMY (1935)
ISAACS, NX9872 LT Lewis Ernest
ARMY (1930)

St Ives farewells Ros Murray
What began as a one year appointment in 1983 became a wonderful 32 years of teaching.

Top: Teaching 2K (2019)
Right: Ros Murray’s farewell gift
Above: Saying her farewell to the boys

Ros began her career by completing a degree
in music education. She then spent time at
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music under
Professor Alice Waten, who not only taught her
to play the violin but also mentored her to
teach the instrument. She arrived at St Ives Prep
in 1983 teaching violin for two days a week.
This quickly grew to five days when Edgecliff
and College Street also required her services.
By the end of 1983, Ros was given
responsibility for expanding the class music
programme to teach the boys in Transition
(Kindergarten) and Year 1 and to teach the
violin in classes to all the boys in Year 2. She
continued to teach the violin and rehearse
string ensembles, always focusing on the
youngest string players.
By the mid-1980s, Mr Maffey, Headmaster
of St Ives Prep, was keen to expand music
at the school and asked Ros to become the
second full time music staff member. In
addition to her existing class and ensemble
work, she began assisting with the running of
the Music Department and introduced music
lessons to the Kindergarten class (Preschool)
and recorder playing to Years 1 and 2.
In 1989 Ros left to raise her young family
but returned November 1995 when Music
master, Julie Anderson took maternity leave.
What began as a short-term appointment
became a permanent position in 1997, when
she was offered a two day a week position at
St Ives, teaching the violin and Year 3 music
classes. In 2000 Ros returned to teaching
music to the Infants’ classes and rehearsing

the Infants’ string ensemble which became
known as Bambini Strings.
Ros loved teaching music to the infants
and she continued doing so for the next 20
years, working 3 days a week until she retired
at the end of last year. When she started
in 1983, there was no music classroom for
infant’s music classes, so she carried all her
teaching equipment in a basket. This changed
when Rowena Lee, Headmaster 2005-2012,
included an Infants’ music classroom as part
of the 2010 building programme. A dedicated
space with all teaching aids and equipment
was a wonderful boost to Ros’s teaching.
When the Kodály Method of music
education was initiated by Dr Chris Shepard,
then Director of Music at College Street, this
further enhanced Ros’s teaching and she
engaged in professional development with
the The Kodály Music Education Institute of
Australia.
Ros’s great love was nurturing the youngest
string players in Pennington and Bambini
Strings. What started as a small ensemble in
2000 grew to becoming the second largest
musical ensemble at St Ives with almost 70
infants. It gave Ros great joy to see the many
boys she had started in Bambini Strings grow
into accomplished musicians playing in Maffey
Strings at St Ives and AMCO at College Street.
Ros was grateful for every day she
had spent at the school right up until her
retirement at the end of 2019. In that same
year the Bambini Strings were renamed to
Murray Strings in her honour.
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POSTCARDS
We hear from five Old Sydneians making their mark at home and abroad.
Compiled by Bridget Minatel.

Nathan Gilkes (OS 2000)
Artistic Director and Musician
Sydney, NSW

Christian Hamilton (OS 2005)
Navy Seaman
USA
I am not your average Grammar boy. I spent
years trying to figure out what I wanted to
do. Hospitality, banking, marketing, retail,
customer service are some of the industries
I worked in before I packed my bags and
went to northern China where I lived and
trained with Shaolin monks for a year, and on
weekends I would teach English to children
and university level students.
After returning to Australia to work in a
corporate customer service company, I again
felt out of place. I then had an opportunity
to volunteer as a Kung Fu instructor at a
spiritual centre in Peru, right in the heart of
the Amazon. I lived in complete isolation
for four months. In this time I read books
by Jocko Wilink and David Goggins, both
ex-US Navy SEALs, and their words strongly
resonated with me. I wanted to be a United
States Special Operations soldier.
I went to Leadville, Colorado where I
trained for the selection process. I would get
up at 4:30 am and train outside in -28 degree
weather – I loved it. I was accepted into the
program and went to Navy boot camp where I
was awarded the Military Order of World Wars
Award for coming third out of 779 recruits.
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We trained with Navy Explosive Ordinance
Disposal technicians and Navy SEALs, and I
subsequently applied to become a member
of Navy Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD).
Just as SEALs have the infamous ‘Hell Week’,
EOD also have a selection phase: five weeks
of grueling and intense physical and mental
training. Six-mile ruck runs with 50 pounds
on our backs while carrying a ten pound
rifle, constant underwater breath-holding and
treading carrying large amounts of weight.
Pushing us to our limits to see who really
wanted to be there. Out of 42 candidates
who entered this phase of training, only 12
graduated; everyone else quit or were asked
to leave the program.
I’m now well on my way to having a
career where I am paid to jump out of
planes, ocean dive, blow things up, break
down doors and take out bad guys – and I’ve
never felt more at home. To all the Grammar
boys who still have no idea what they really
want to do, I encourage you to find a career
where you get paid to do what you love.

My most rewarding moments at Grammar
occurred outside the classroom; during choir
rehearsals, orchestral performances, cadets,
and rowing regattas. The music at Grammar
was and is outstanding – what a gift.
After leaving Grammar, I studied at the
Conservatorium, NIDA and the VCA, wanting
something that blended my love of singing
with my curiosity for the limits of different art
forms. This ultimately led me to the relatively
new realm of composed theatre, which
combines voice, music and theatre, but none
of them in traditional formats.
I’ve been very lucky. My work has taken
me to all parts of the world; from a remote
Indigenous community in the Pilbara to the
main stage of the Melbourne Festival, and
internationally to Europe, the US and Japan. I
am particularly proud of Robot Song, a work
by Arena Theatre Company about autism
for which I was the composer and music
director, which received the 2019 Helpmann
Award for Best Production for Children and
Young People.
I’m continuing to work with young people
in my current role as Artistic Director of
Marian St Theatre for Young People, giving
them a language for interpreting the world
through theatre-making (starting with my
own three pre-schoolers!).
There are so many pressures on young
people to follow “approved” paths. I hope
pupils leaving school can give themselves
the space to listen to the world and to their
instincts, allowing time for the full range of
possible (sometimes seemingly impossible)
futures to find them.

Pete Sanders (OS 1999)

Paul Fletcher MP (OS 1982)

Gastroenterologist
Oxford, UK

Federal Member for Bradfield, Minister
for Communications, Cyber Safety and
the Arts
Canberra and Sydney

Looking back, Grammar fostered interest and
curiosity in the human condition, through a
combination of inspiring staff, a challenging
curriculum and some amazing extra-curricular
opportunities. English and cricket were my
two passions at School, but when I left Sixth
Form I didn’t have any real clarity about a
career choice.
Following a formative Gap year in the
UK, I continued to pursue English at the
University of Sydney, where I studied Arts.
After my Honours year, I returned to the UK
to play cricket in London, followed by a year
teaching English literature at Oundle School.
Not entirely settled, I found myself
thinking about a career in medicine. While
I had not considered medicine as an
adolescent, I recognised at the time that there
was never a formulaic approach to education
at Grammar. I trusted this philosophy and
made the leap into postgraduate medicine
at the University of Wollongong. Despite the
financial, social and family challenges, this
was a wonderful experience, involving stints
in Samoa and Darwin to study infectious
diseases. I recently completed my specialist
training in gastroenterology.
I recently moved back to Oxford with my
wife and three children, working as a Fellow
in the Translational Gastroenterology Unit.
This combines clinical work and research an interesting start here to say the least; as
the coronavirus pandemic unravels in front
of our eyes.

Ross McQuinn (OS 2009)
Chef and restaurateur
Canberra, ACT
I have always considered myself quite lucky
to have attended Grammar. I was on a
scholarship, which allowed me opportunities
that I would have otherwise missed. The
School also instilled in me a desire to be the
best at whatever I chose to do.
Our Headmaster at the time, Dr John
Vallance, imparted some personal advice
before I left school that sent me down the
path I’m currently on. I will forever be
grateful for that. I moved to Canberra to
study a combined Bachelor of Commerce and
Law at ANU. I knew that I wanted to own my
own business, but it took me some time to
figure out what that business would be.
I began working in bars and restaurants
while studying, and spent some time cooking
commercially but would hardly consider
myself a chef. I also distilled spirits for a
small time, before setting my sights on
opening my own venue.
My partner and I opened Pilot restaurant
in September 2018. Since then, we have been
awarded a Good Food Guide Chef’s Hat and
been listed as the eighth best restaurant in
Australia by Delicious magazine. Obviously
COVID-19 has dramatically affected our
business model at present, as we have
shifted to takeaway and delivery. We’re
grateful for the support from our regulars.
In the meantime, I’ve also been working
at a distillery, producing hand sanitiser for
the federal government to make up for the
current shortfall.
I can safely say my life has taken some
unexpected turns so far, but it has always
been interesting.

After studying combined law at Sydney
University, some time as a solicitor at Mallesons
Stephen Jaques, and an MBA at Columbia
University in New York, in the mid-nineties I
joined the Howard Government as a Ministerial
Adviser in the Communications portfolio.
From there, it was a natural jump to
Optus, where I was Director of Corporate
and Regulatory Affairs for eight years. I found
the issues so interesting that I wrote a book
about broadband, Wired Brown Land –
unsurprisingly, not a best seller.
I also stayed involved in politics – and in
2009 I was lucky enough to secure Liberal
preselection for the seat of Bradfield, entering
Parliament in a by-election at the end of that
year.
After the 2013 election, I was appointed
parliamentary secretary to another Old
Sydneian, Malcolm Turnbull, when he was
Minister for Communications. Then I spent
three years in the Urban Infrastructure
portfolio, where a particular highlight was
working to deliver Western Sydney Airport.
I entered Cabinet in 2018 as Minister for
Families and Social Services and in 2019 I
was appointed Minister for Communications,
Cyber Safety and the Arts.
My time at Grammar has obviously
influenced my career choices. My enjoyment
of the school’s multi-camera TV studio and
debating, among other things, gave me skills
that have served me well in my chosen path.
I credit my Grammar education, and
the intellectual curiosity it encouraged, for
the career choices I have made and the
opportunities they have brought.
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THE TIES THAT BIND
Old Sydneians reunite and rekindle their friendships, forged during their
school years at Grammar.

Former Mosman Old Boys reuniting at their 1969 50-year Reunion
L-R: Rod Clarkson, David Ashton, Ian Dalziel, John MacKellar,
Bruce Hebblewhite and David Cranna

Australia Day Awards
2020 (26/1/20)
Office (AO) in the General Division of the
Order of Australia

Robert Graham Cumming AO (OS 1973)
For distinguished service to medical
education and research, particularly to ageing
and age-related diseases.
Member (AM) in the General Division of the
Order of Australia

Prof. Martin Evald John Krygier AM (OS
1965) University of NSW - For significant
service to legal education, and to professional
associations.
Member (OAM) in the General Division of
the Order of Australia

Charles Albert Aronson OAM (OS 196566) of Bellevue Hill - For service to the
Jewish community of NSW.

Anthony David Clifford OAM (OS 1969) of
Los Angeles, USA - For service to the Jewish
community of Sydney.
Roger Alexander Clifford OAM (OS 1971)
of Bellevue Hill - For service to the Jewish
community of Sydney.

Rabbi Dr Jeffrey Cohen OAM (OS 1967)
of Vaucluse - For service to community
health, and to interfaith organisations.

Warren James Cree OAM (OS 1987) of
Belrose - For service to youth, and to the
community.
Murray Stuart Philip Lennon OAM (OS
1969) of North Wahroonga - For service to
the community of St Ives.

Richard Treacy Mailey OAM (OS 1960) of
Bonnet Bay - For service to the community
through emergency response organisations.
John Winter Pearson Pickup OAM (OS
1948) of Mackay, QLD - For service to the

1969 50-year Reunion

community as a regional radio broadcaster.

The 1969 Old Sydneians celebrated their 50-year Reunion at the Long Bar of the Sydney
Cricket Ground Members Pavilion, Moore Park on Saturday 16 November 2019. The
convenors were Doug Wood, Ian Plater, Jeremy Yates, Lindsay Hunt, Wayne Broun,
Andrew Ross and Graham Drake.

William George Warburton OAM (Bill) of
North Tamworth, NSW - For service to the
community of Tamworth.
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1950-51-52
Old Sydneians Lunch
The Annual 1950-51-52 Old Sydneians Lunch
(including partners), was held on Wednesday
20 November 2019 in the Wallace King Room,
College Street.

1979 40-year Reunion
Over 80 Old Sydneians from the year of 1979 shared a memorable reunion to celebrate their
40-year Reunion at Tattersalls Club on Saturday 16 November 2019. The convenors were Paul
Whelan, Peter Opie and Neil Karpin. Attendees included old boys from the UK, Luxembourg,
New Zealand and Hong Kong.

The 1950-51-52 Old Sydneians and their partners
enjoyed a Tour of the School following their Annual
Lunch, including a return to Big School. The Tour was
conducted by Steve Gonski (OS 1975).

1945-46-47 Lunch
Mr David Hunt (OS 1946) and Mr Keith Foldi (OS 1946-47) at their 1945-46-47 Lunch held in the
Wallace King Room, College Street on Friday 29 November 2019. The lunches have now been
discontinued after many years. A special tribute is due to David Hunt, who has been the chief
coordinator and spokesperson at the lunches.

For more news on Old Sydneian events, or to
sign up to the Old Sydneians’ e-Newsletter,
emailed every term, please contact the
School’s Alumni Officer Wendy Scotter on
(02) 9332 5843 or wes@sydgram.nsw.edu.au
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FRONT COVER IMAGE:
Form VI boys relieved to be back
at College Street on 11 May 2020
BACK COVER IMAGE:
Phase 2 at College Street - all boys
are back at School on 1 June 2020
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